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EMJD — The Cognitive Connectome
- Summary

Cognition is a complex research topic, where for instance perception, attention and memory
interact in order to sustain adaptive behaviour in an ever changing world. These processes
rely on the brain acting as a network involving numerous brain areas that communicate in a
flexible and dynamic way. Over the last few years there has been a strong emphasis on
mapping the brain as a network, e.g. the Human Connectome Project. It is now crucial to
uncover how the brain operates as a network to support cognition. Such knowledge is also
essential for understanding neurological and psychiatric disorders. The goal of the
COGTOME project is to strengthen the quality of cognitive neuroscience in Europe by
embracing new technical and conceptual developments in the study of functional brain
networks. That is, the COGTOME network aims to bridge the gap between what is currently
common practice and recent state-of-the-art technical and conceptual developments. This not
only requires the implementation of new techniques, standards and analysis protocols but also
training the next generation of neuroscientists to fufly exploit these developments. This will
be achieved by courses and the exchange of students between leading groups on system,
cognitive and clinical neuroscience. The emphasis will be on method development and
characterization of the functional interactions between specific regions supporting cognitive
processes also in the context of neurogenerative diseases. The increased collaboration
between the groups is expected to lead advancements beyond current practice by:

a) developing of a common framework that integrates new developments on network
analysis of electrophysiological and brain imaging data

b) b) contributing conceptual insights on functional connectivity supporting cognitive
processes. This wiIl be achieved by developing new data acquisition techniques and
data analysis methods

c) c) improved insight on neurogenerative disorders by characterizing connectivity
changes that distinguishes healthy from diseased subjects

The COGNOTOME consortium will ensure the maintenance of the high quality of cognitive
neuroscience in Europe and will provide the necessary training of future leaders in cognitive
and clinical neuroscience. The strategic objectives of the joint PhD programme are to provide
outstanding doctoral training by developing and disseminating new data acquisition
techniques and data analysis methods. This will allow students to gain expertise on applying
new techniques and analyses to resolve outstanding problems in cognitive and clinical
neuroscience.

These objectives will be reached through original and independent research by the PhD
students of the COGTOME consortium. The COGTOME aims at establishing ciose Iinks
between the partner universities that wiIl be sustainable after the period covered by this grant.
This objective will be translated into action by means of organizing a joint doctoral program
and by facilitating career development



8.1 Academit and Research quality (25% of the max. score)

B .1.1 Describe the EMJD objectives (including in scientiflc and socio-economic terms) in relation with
the needs analysis in the fleld(s) concerned.

The field of neuroscience is becoming increasingly complex due to both technical and conceptual
advances. From a conceptual point of view, there is change in the focus from studying individual
neurons or brain regions to the study of networks. On a mesoscale, all mammalian behaviour can be
thought to rely on the precisely orchestrated discharges of neuronal assemblies. Recent years have
considerably increased our understanding of the functional architecture of individual elements in
neuronal networks and their synaptic communication However, we have not been able to synthesize
these advances into a conceptual view of neuronal function on the level of networks. Moreover, we
have not yet successfully developed concepts to link impaired neuronal function at this more complex
level to behavioral deficits observed in neurological disorders such as epilepsy or Alzheimer’s disease. At
the root of this lack of understanding is the complexity of brain tissue, with multiple different excitatory
and inhibitory cell types, which are intricately and profusely interconnected via synapses. Novel
technologies allowing both the in-vivo recording and manipulation of neuronal ensembies in awake
behaving animals now allow to address the relevance of neuronal activity patterns for complex
behavior. Further there has over the recent years been dramatic advances in neuromaging techniques
applied to study human brain function. A core objective of the proposal is to integrate researcher
working on the correlates of complex behavior on the macroscale but also the mesoscale (single
neurons and lfps) in humans. In parallel, we have world class groups working on rodent models which
allow techniques for cellular imaging, photomanipulation and genetics. Obviously the data obtained
from the human and animal studies are hugely complex and require the development of advanced
analysis methods.

cognition/clinical neuroscience recording
technique

data analysis
Figure i Understanding the brain as a network requires that the latest conceptual and technical advances are
ernbraced from research on cognition, clinical neuroscince, recording techniques and data analysis. Given the



complexity of these individual disciplines, it is a major challenge to educate the future neuroscientist to have the
appropriate set of skills. The aim of the proposal is to educate PhD students such that they acqure a Iea t two
advances skills sets (e.g. mastering cognitive neuroscience and advanced data analysis; orange slice). At the same
time, each PhD student must be able comprehend and understand the advances in all of the disciplines. For
instance the student mastering cognition and data analysis would be able to understand the core principles of the
advanced recording techniques, albeit he/she might not be able to apply them directly.

Embracing the network perspective in neuroscience holds the strong promise of praviding new basic
understanding but also knowledge of great clinical value. From a basic research perspective is it is clear
that a given brain area regions receives a large amount at input trorn other areas. lt is the interplay
between the brain areas that allows for processing by exchange at intormation. Any percept, memory,
decision or actian is a consequence at such interplay. Indeed the netwark perspective is being actively
embraced at many levels. For instance the ambitians of the human connectome project
(http://www.humanconnectomeproiect.org/) is to compile and make available a large set ot neuronal
data an human brain connectivity. This and other initiatives have made clear that neuroscience currently
is at a very exciting stage since it now passible ta truly embrace the network perspective due ta
technical, analyses and conceptual develapments. Fram a clinical perspective is also becoming
increasingly relevant to cansider the neuranal basis ot various psychiatric and neuralogical disorders as a
consequence of malfunctioning netwarks (ret). In particular neurodegenerative disorders have been
associated with problems in the exchange at intarmatian between regians. Interestingly, problems in
the hippacampus, a regian highly intercannected with ather brain structures, have been praposed play a
pivatal role is a number at neuralagical disarders as far instance epilepsy and Alzheimers disease (refi.
Thus, as neuralogical disorders are becaming increasingly prevalent with the ageing of the papulation,
there is an increased need ta understand the relatianship between the networks basis at brain
disarders. The main research goal at the COGTOME prapasal is to develop cancepts and apply new
techniques ta understand the warking brain as netwark. This will be dane based on develapments from
the Human Cannectame Project, clinical advances and multiarray animals recardings, but naw extending
the functianal perceptive.

~-fere alsa, I th nk there shauld be same more conceptual integratian of the cellular graups. Why not
structure it in a way that ane big guestion is the interaction of regions in the brain in cagnition
(macroscale). A further, really even len understaod issue is the mesoscale within regions. and the
structural and functional neuronal rnatits that underlie pracessing. Both are tremendouslv impartant.
alsa in the context af CNS disarders. What about a madel graoh sort ot like the fallowing:

Forniatert: Skrift: (Standard)Normal Human Studies - L~ Epilepsy and AD •Bredtekst (calibri), 11 pkt
patients Forniatert: Skrift: (Standard)

Mouse - Radent disease Models +Brødtekst (Calibri), 11 pkt
Macroscale: Interactions ot brain regions Niimegen Bann. Seoul. Nimegen Formatert: Skrift: (Standard)
Mesoscale Networks at laos at neurons Trondheim Bonn. Seout +Brødtelcst (Calibri), 11 pkt
Micrascale: Integration in single neurons, synapses Trondheim Banrt — — — ~ \ Formateit Skrift: (Standard)
(the Iowest is not really the focus here anyrnore — ane wou d have ta make clear that this has been what \\ +~mdte~ (Calibri), 11 pkt

has been done the past 20 vears. and now it is time for something new Fomiatert: Skrift: (Standard)
‘, ‘ +Brødtekst (Calibri), 11 pkt

Extending netwark perspectives are highly promising when considering both basic understanding at FO~r:Skrttlard)
neuranal processing and clinical advancements. As an example there is mast aften no mechanistic
rational for applying a given drug therapy for a specific CNS disorder. This is because we lack the ~
understanding of the underlying functional networks at the meso- and macroscale. This lack at insight M dw~d [ol) Ol t~

prevents us fram understanding the CNS drugs act on the network level. The complexity at research on in~nic ihis and rcw,wk flgurc 2



network properties poses a seriously challenge to the education of tomorrows neuroscientist and
clinician. Obviously Vie neuroscience community would not be able to make advancement extending
beyond the ability of the researchers involved. This makes it is an absolute necessity to educate PhD
students with multidisciplinary skilis. I-Iowever, given the complexity of modern day neuroscience, a
single person can only truly master a few disciplines. rhus it is essential to provide an educational
setting in which the individual students are given the option to learn a wide range from which they can
chose to specialize (Figure 1). Second, while a researcher will only be able to completely master a few
disciplines, it is essential that he/she has the ability to understand and evaluate on what is going other
related fields of neuroscience.
The objective of the COGTOME proposal is to create a research and educational setting in which PhD
students are educated to become the internationally leading scientists in conducting and applying
research devoted to understanding neuronal processing from a network perspective. This expertise
would not only be beneficial for academic researcher careers but also for drug development and clinical
application. This educational setting will be achieved by bringing together a set of top-end institutes
with complementary experimental approaches and research focuses.

B. 1.2 Justify —using concrete evidence - the joint programme’s added value and distinctiveness
compared with existing programmes at national, European and international levd.

Integration of the Furopean neuroscience research community focusing on connectivity research will
strengthen the competitiveriess of European neuroscience research and its translation to understand
and alleviate neurological disorders and thus benefit the El) socially. The COGTOME will achieve such
integration by joining the PhD programs of the institutions which are doing basic and clinical research.
These institutions are conducting research on brain connectivity at different levels. This will lead to an
integrative approach which is strengthened by the academic associate partners that will contribute
specialized expertise and non-academic associate partners that will contribute their knowledge on
dissemination and the application of innovations.
The research focus of the COGTOME, taking a functional perspective on brain connectivity, has been
recognized as a research priority by national initiatives in several European countries. However,
integrative research that can provide the evidence base for public health initiatives and interventions
has not received then necessary attention at the European level. Moreover, PhD training has so far not
been structurally embedded in such European research programs.



Neurogenerative diseases
Cerman Center for Neurogenerative
Diseases, Bonn University, Bonn

Cognition and human brain
Donders, Nijmegen, The Netherland

Epilepsy and intracranial
human recordings
Seoul National Univer ity Ho pital S. Korea

d

System neuroscience and animal physiology
Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience Trondheim

frigur~z. The aim the COGTOME is to investigate brain connectivity at different levels spanning from single cell
recordings to disease. The vertical integration wilI be achieved through multidisciplinary training and exchange
of the PhO between the institutes.

The COGTOME’s doctorate program will be embedded within current research nst tutes and graduate
schools. The COGTOME integrates doctoral training offered by three of the leading institutes in the field.
the Donders lnstitue for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour at Radboud University Nijmegen, Kavli Institute
for Systems Neuroscience at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Bonn
University and the German Center for Neurogenerative Diseases (Deutsches Zentrum fur
Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen, OZNE), Germany (Figure 2). The DZNE and Bonn University wiIl
operate as one node in the consortium. Further, Seoul National University will join as a third country
participant. By generating a network between these institutes and by focusing on integrated PhD
training, we aim to achieve critical mass in an sustainable training network, assembling some of the
strongest European institutes in a network with a clear bi-directional, translational perspective, i.e.
fostering research that links basic science to public health. The COGTOME program will by its
multidisciplinary setting provide optimal training and network opportunities for the trainees. This will
allow them to obtain leading positions driving innovation in basic neuroscience, public health, industry
or in academia after they are awarded the degree. This important future-orientated characteristic of the
program will contribute to the success of the Furopean Research Area, upconling calis in the life
sciences program of FP7 and FP8, because the ERA depends for its success critically on the availability of
welI-trained academics. The proposed education and research policy, in accordance with the guidelines
of the Bologna Declaration and the outcomes of the Second EUA Council for Doctoral Education, aim to
create a frontier-free science in Evrope, to consolidate excellence in research and teaching, and
establish an education system that promotes the effective professional recognition of the degrees. As

Merknad [HflJ: I do mil ihink hus
schni~ works any more. I would OpI more
hr u malrix aN shown alxive. For inshanre,

1141411 Bonn and Senul would conirihule
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such, the Erasmus Mundus Action 1B creates an ideal setting in which researchers trained in our
network will no doubt contribute to future EU research priorities.
The network will create opportunities for further integration of the wide range of expertise and
techniques that are required to tackle the challenges described in the needs analysis (Bli). PhD
students in our program as well as Master and PhD students in the related local programs wilI benefit
from the broadened range of training that the COGTOME project will offer. We will create a training
environment that inspires students to tackle highly relevant but difficult problems with analyses
covering multiple levels of research on brain connectivity using innovative and multidisciplinary
techniques. The integrative and multidisciplinary scientific training of the COGTOME program wilI be
combined with an educational program that covers a range of specific topics in neuroscience and related
disciplines (by academics and by associated SMEs, see below) aimed at acquiring a broad knowledge.
Furthermore, it will provide structured collaboration with non-academic partners to facilitate
implementation of research results as well as career development outside academia. Therefore, the
COGTOME guarantees that young researchers wilI obtain both in-depth knowledge and a broad
overview of neuroscience embracing a connectivity perspective as it currently develops across Europe
and beyond. In addition, the individual institutes offer complementary courses aimed at acquiring
transferable skills (e.g. writing (scientific) English, career development, presentation, teaching and
management). Training within the strongly integrated network will foster a more mobile and
consequently truly European community of researchers in this field.

8.1.3 Present the education, training and research programme, including its originality, innovative
aspects and scientiflc quality notably as regards research methodologies and approaches.

The core component of the PhD training and research careers in the COGTOME program wiIl be
education and advancement of knowledge through origina independent research on brain connectivity.
Each COGTOME partner institute has selected 7-15 PhD supervisors, who were chosen based on their
outstanding publication records their ability to integrate different disciplines and their proven
excellence in supervising PhD students. Each institute has selected a few outstanding young talented
principal investigators, who wilI be coached by one of their institute’s senior researchers in supervising
PhD students within the network, to enhance the future scientific strength of the network. The scientific
quality of the selected supervisors is not only evident from their track records (Annex i and 2), but also
apparent from the histories and successes of the local PhD programs. Each partner institute provides an
excellent academic environment and research infrastructure, which is strengthened and expanded by
the COGTOME network. To strengthen the course program as welI as to provide the opportunity for
further in depth research training in specific areas, we have involved a number of top-level academic
associate partners (Annex 9), who wiIl each contribute highly specific expertise to the program.
Each individual COGTOME PhD project will be guided by two PhD supervisors from two COGTOME
institutes, one acting as primary (or Home Institute) supervisor and one acting as secondary (or Partner
Institute) supervisor. By the twinning of PhD supervision the projects will be embedded in a structured
common PhD program throughout the COGTOME program with transparent supervision and assessment
and with a guarantee of both academic (research) and professional training (e.g. grant writing,
valorisation, collaboration with industry). The home institute wiIl generally provide a supervision team
consisting of at least one additional staff member next to the primary supervisor. Furthermore, a senior
advisor board will guide and monitor the network’s program with the specific aim of guaranteeing
scientific quality and societal impact. The COGTOME project wiIl accommodate up to 10 new PhD
exchange students (from European and/or rhird Countries) each year in the program. Projects wilI last
3 4 years and students will be offered scientific training through original research in at least two host



institutes in the COGTOME program, in combination with tailor-made compulsory courses and annual
conferences (see 83). In addition, we offer an individualized supporting program consisting of existing
and established optional PhD courses throughout the academic year in each of the programs of the
participating home institutes (see 8.3.1 and Annex 5). In collaboration with the assigned Pis, the PhD
student has to submit a training programme within 3 months atter the start of his studies and this needs
to be approved by the Program’s Board of Education.

8.1.4 To what extent does the programme include inter-sectorial and inter-organisational
collaboration

• Describe the internships

• Describe the course on innovation and entrepreneur ship Merknad [o3J: Ol

B.1.5 Describe the nature and quallty of the expected outcomes frem the innovative, educatlonal,
scientiflc and technological points of view, including In terms of skills and competences acquired

The COGTOME network is a sustainable multi site training network enhancing European scientific
education on brain connectivity research building on methodologies and expertise available across
excellent institutes. The COGTOME wiII realize a unique multidisciplinary setting for PhD trainng
established by world-Ieading scientists throughout the EU and beyond. It wiII bridge the research from
single unit recordings to neurogenerative disorders from a brain connectivity perspective. As such the
network wiII contribute to research and education but also fundamental new insight on
neurodegenerative disorders. PhD students trained within the network will have knowledge at the rnost
advanced frontier of their fie d of expertise on brain connectivity weIl as at the intertace of the various
disciplines involved in this feld. They will have acquired the most advanced and specialized skil 5 and
techniques required to solve the critical problems in research and innovation in the field of brain
connectivity and wilI be able to extend and redetine existing knowledge and practice. Through their
authority, autonomy, scholarly and protessional integrity and commitment they wiIl operate at the
foretront of the tield.
We wilI achieve wide dissemination of research results through scientitic channels, especially promoting
open access publication. In addition, structured collaboration and interactions with applied research,
industry, health care and public health institutions wiII promote dissemination, application and
implementation ot our results. The CONNECTOME Network wiII enhance European research on brain
connectivity and provide future career opportunities ot young researchers. We wiII increase the career
opportunities of young trainees by helping them to find leading positions in connectivity research in the
EU (in academia or industry) atter completion of their studies. For this, the CONNECrOME Network has
set up a training infrastructure that promotes synergy through intensive collaboration with successful
network partners that have an excellent reputation in the field. The exchange PhD program wiII
demonstrate added value for the home institutes as weII as for the doctoral candidates, in particular by
exposure to other disciplines, different research environments and expertise, and a larger peer
group.The CONNECTOME network wiII improve transparency, quality and admission and assessment
procedures and create synergies regarding transferable skills development. The intensive collaboration
wiII be facilitated by the limited number ot partner institutes and their limited geographical spread. This
network wiIl form the nucleus of a future larger European network for research on brain connectivity
and we believe that it wiII tunction as a reterence for doctoral training within this research field as weII
as in other disciplines and fleids.



B.z Partnershlp experience and composition (25% of the max. scoret Merknad [o4]: MARCEI. + ARTHUR
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B.2.1 Justify the relevance of the consortium composition and the expertise of the key academic and Makesurcabhrnviaiionsaiv usedcwrci.iiy
Coniaci Anhur on ffic numbers (siudenis 4research staff Involved to achieve the EMJD objectlves hudgei)

To achieve the goals of the EMJD programme in terms of a multidisciplinary innovative training
programme, we have formed a consortium of partners with complementary expertise in systems
neijroscience and an established reputation both in research and education. The consortium consists of
the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour (Dl), the Kavli Institute for Systems
Neuroscience (Kl), the German Centre for Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE) and the Seoul National
University Department at Brain and Cognitive Sciences (BCS).
Details of the participating partners as well as the key researchers involved in the supervision of PhD
students are given in Appendix A. The participating partners have excellent publication records covering
the major journals in cognitive, computational and clinical neuroscience. In addition, the participants are
dedicated to offering the highest quality education. On a yearly basis X MSc students and V PhD’s
graduate in the four partner institutions together. The partner institutes thus have arnple experience
with and provide an excellent infrastructure for graduate training. The COGTOME network is a reflection
of our shared ambition to integrate our current MSc and PhD programs at a European level. The
comp ementariness of each of the partner institutes as outlined below ensures that students trained at
these institutes wilI possess a skil set that is hard to achieve by any of the institutes alone.

B.2.2 Describe the complementarity (In terms of education, training, research Dr
dissemination/valorisation activitles) of the consortium members and their diversity (in terms of
countries I regions, types of organisation, etc.)

In our consortium, we have brought together three of the leading and largest institutes in the field of
cognitive and clinical neuroscience in Europe. Addtionally, we have established a partnership with Seoul
National University. The participating institutes make use of a variety of recording and analysis methods.
Since each institute makes use of a different set of methods, they each bring its specific strengths to the
consortium. For example, the Dl is leading in the field of cognitive neuroimaging, the Kl has unique
expertise in single cell recordings, specifically related to rnemory functions, the DZNE is at the forefront
of research in clinical neuroscience, and BCS is doing cutting edge work in clinical neuroscience and
offers facilities for invasive neural recording in human subjects.

Each of the partners is currently running its local PhD program ar in the process of setting up its Phd. To
integrate these programs and to promote mobility, we will merge aspects of these programs into a joint
program with tailor-made joint courses (Appendix 8), as well as optional training elements from the PhD
programs at any of the partner institutes (Appendix C).

The network consists of partners in three Furopean countries that are within a relatively short distance.
This strongly facilitates collaboration and exchange as already evidenced by our previous and existing
collaborations (Appendix 0). This network is strengthened by the participation of a group of academic
associate partners in and beyond Europe that contribute specific methodologies and expertise, notably

4 Merfcnad (05): ()LF
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Seoul National University. The network’s diversity is also evident in the participation of academic as well
as hospital departments and industry (Appendix E).

In short, by collaboration within the consortium we will offer complementary expertise and training,
rang ng from single cell recordings to neuroimaging in the context of cognitive and clinical neuroscience.

B.2.3 Present the partnershlp track records In terms of networking and cooperation activities (through
their joint involvement in EU/international research and/or educatlon projects).

Medmad £061: MARCEI
As outl ned above, the partner institutes within the consortium have previously collaborated in several SceI’DFIbrm—uscLhchU&nlrnsew

research projects, including a number ot joint PhD projects that have already led to XXX double Wwkoullbcnunt,crwiibMhur

doctorates. A large number of joint publications have already been published (Append x D).
Furtherrnore, all partners have previously participated, often jointly, in LU funded research and training
prograrns (e.g. XXX).

All PhD supervisors selected for the network have extensive international academic collaboratons.
Furthern,ore, partner institutes collaborate with industrial R&D departments as we I as with hospitals
and rehabilitation centres. Students within the network will be able to profit from these internationa
contacts formally or informally Some of the existing collaborations have already been formalized as
associate partnerships in the network and this number is likely to grow.
Distributed over the three institutes we have > XXX students involved in 1-year and 2-years MSc
prograrns and XXX PhD students (in 3-years or 4-years programs) and many visiting researchers. Each of
the partners fosters good relationships with many domestic and international universities and
institutions. We will use these relationships not only for PhD recruitment but also to plan events such as
weekly seminars in the various departments, annual meetings, symposia and tutorial seres, in order to
actively nurture young scientists in the international scientific community.

B.2.4 Where applicable, justify the role and appropriateness of to professionallnon-academic
(/economic/sclentific/cultural) sector participatlon in terms of actlvlties and responsibilities.

Merknad (o7]: MARGItI
Plen~o expand on he inwm~iip In (be

We have previously established collaborative research with the private sector (for instance with
companies and R&D departments, such as XXX). Several of these collaborators wilI participate in the
consort urn as associate partners by providing formal training, participating in the annual meetings, and
support ng projects including provision of secondments.

This not only provides opportunities for funding and participation in collaborative research leading to
shared intellectual property, but also creates important stepping stones for our early stage investigators
to bridge the gap from acadernia to industry (see also Appendix E).

European integration and functioning of the programme (20% of the max. score)



~.3.1 Descrlbe the extent to which the EMJD programme is organised in a structured and integrated
way.

Merknad [oBJ: CHRISTIAN
The program integrates the outstanding research environments at the partner institutes. The COGTOME PIea~ incor~mraIc eonunvnh. from

Network provides an optimal educational environment for talented young scientists to start off their
successful career with a strong focus on international collaboration right fram the beginning. We intend -

Ineorpornie Bonn nftito attract the best international students in biology, physics, psychology, medicine and related
disciplines who are strongly motivated to do research in systems neuroscience. PhD students will follow

• . . . . . . . rdormatI~rVamd.bekprmtmad,unaenfan integrated, well-structured, multi-disciplinary 3-year joint PhD curnculum, based on level 8 ~oi~’oe~
qualifications set out in the EQF. The PhD students will be employed by one at the partner institutes

• . . . Sointe seelion have changes (rom hrand integrated in the Institute 5 Graduate School. PhD students at Radboud University Nijmegen will be ~~ caed sa draC —thus I have

part of the Donders Graduate School for Cognitive Neuroscience, see movedaontaluffarotand

http://www.ru.nl/donders/graduate-school/doncjersgraduate/ for details. At NTNU in Trondheim, Set nIdawerii2OI2sndsiiaefordetaiIs

students will participate in the PI-ID program in Neuroscience, see
http://www.ntnu.edu/studies/phnevro for details. Bonn University is planning to implement a Graduate
School for XX. NEW BRIEF SUMMARY OF GRAD SCHOOLS FROM PARTNERS HERdL Merknad [o9J: CHRISTIAN

Students will receive intense training through original independent research supervised by two PIs (see Pleaseeontaci be partnersdir~[iywith
spredte rnsanxoonn cm iniormaoon 10 bebelow), along with a variety of specialized and hands-on courses tailored to the student s own research provided (ineluding numberofworda).

interests and courses on transferable skills (additional 22 ECs for the 3-year PhD program, see below).
Scientific courses are listed in Appendix C. Courses on transferrable skills include time management,
media training, computer skilis, writing scientific papers and grant proposals, presentation techniques
for various audiences, language courses, ethics, (project) management, communication, leadership and
networking and university teaching qualifications (BKO in NI). In addition to their original research this
training wiII enhance the students ‘development towards leading roles in the field either in academia or
related industry. Each PhD student is advised to select a personalized, career--relevant combination of
training courses and to discuss her ar his plan with his supervisors at the start of the research project.
The PhD research project together with the specified training plan will be autlined in her or his personal
Training and Supervision Plan, see B.3.5 for details.
In addition to this compulsory EMJD PhD curriculum, further training is optional and can be taken at any
of the partner Institutes and relevant associated educational institutes, where a large number of eligible
PhD caurses is arganized and embedded in the local PhD programs (including both academic and
transferable skills). Moreover, students are encouraged to attend national and international lectures,
lecture series, workshops, conferences and Summer/Winter schools.
PhD students wiII also have the possibility and are encouraged to have an industry placement at ane of
the industrial partner companies (see Section XX) to facilitate career development. These internships at
selected companies will last approx. one month and will usually take place in the third year of the
program.

Kick-off and annual meeting: he first year of the joint curriculum begins with a COGTOME Network
kick-off meeting at Radboud University Nijmegen, bringing ogether all PIs and first year PhD students. Merknad [olO]: CHRISTIAN

This meeting will include network introduction course for the PhD students emphasizing the benefits WiilallaiuderneometoNiimegen?ohie

fram the integration of the complementary, tap level expertise among the partners and associate
partners. In addition we will organize multiple praject specific nieetings with the two Pls and the PhD
student involved in the individual research prajects.
We will also hold an ~nnual meeting scheduled in Spring~which will be hosted by another participating Merlmad [oil]: in addition to ihe dnc

partner every year. Following keynate lectures by international experts, the EMJD candidates will i becomhined Ioirdure travel

present their own work in progress (poster and oral presentations). Within the COGTOME program



these meetings will be expancled to also include a career conference. This will function to orieritate
students with respect to career planning through presentations by and formal discussion and informal
contacts and networking with post doctoral researchers, and associate (industry) partners.

B.3.2 Justify the relevance and appropriate orgariisation of the mandatory mobility periods ef the
candidates In the participating institutions.

Joint supervision and mobility period is a core feature of this program. PhD students in the program will
be jointly supervised by two supervisors from the participating institutes, one main supervisor from the
student’s host institute (Home Institute) and one secondary supervisor form one of the other
participating Institutes (Partner Institute), see list of PIs in Section XX. Students will stay for a mandatory
mobi ity period of approx. 5 months at the Partner Institute. This mobility period can be chosen flexibly,
but preferably in the second year of the PhD project.

B.3.3 Describe the common standards and mechanlsms developed by the consortium for the
a plication, selection, admission and review of doctoral candidates (European and third-country).

Merfcnad [on]: KRISTIAN
We are planning to have 50 joint PhD projects, supervised by XX Pis during the live consecutive editions leat aICn m s w I Arili

of Erasmus Mundus funding. These PhD students will be embedded in the wider network of XX PhD
students at the Donders Institute in Nijmegen, XX PhD at NTNU and XX PhD students at the DZNE in
Bonn. Each year, the COGTOME Board of Education (see XX, NEED TO DEFINE) will select 10 PhD projects
supervised by two PIs, according to the following criteria:

• PhD supervisors from any of the COGTOME Home Institutes may submit only 1 PhD project per
year.

• PhD supervisors may not apply as a Home Institute applicant in the year after getting a project
awarded (although they may still function as a Partner Institute PlID supervisor).

• The project is of excellent scientific quality.
• The project is within the f eld of systems neuroscience.
• The project plan represents a balanced intellectual contribution by the supervisors of both

partner institutes.

Details of selection procedure:
• Procedure: The board will ensure a fair distribution of awarded projects over COGTOME
Institutes and COGTOME PhD supervisors, with a minimum of two PhD positions per year per
participating partner. The number of PhD positions available will be announced in October of year n .1
Deadline for submission of potential PhD projects is December 1 of year n-1. The COGTOME Board of
Education will make the selection of Vie 10 PhD projects towards the end of December of year n 1 and
selected projects will be announced. All promising candidates will be invited before May 1 of year n to
visit the labs of the PhD supervisors of the COGTOME Home Institutes. The selection process will be
conducted in compliance with the code of Conduct for the Recruitment of Researchers
(http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/) and wiII involve an interview combined with a presentation about
current and previous scientific work by the candidate. Togetber, the collaborating PhO supervisors of a
given PhD project and a member of the COGTOME Board of Education wil decide on admission by May
15 of year fl. Subsequently, the PhD Candidates have a maximum of 3 months to organize all aspects
concerning immigration before the start of the program on September ist of year n.



Entry requirements: Candidates wilI have an MSc ar equivalent degree (EQF level 7;
http://ec.eurapa.eu/dgs/education_cufture/) in a relevant discipline, e.g. neurosc ence, biology, physics,
psychology, medicine and related disciplines. Applicants shauld have specialised knowledge partially at
the forefront of their field, as a basis for independent thinking and original research. The applicants
must show critical awareness of the important issues and debates in their field and must demonstrate
having acquired the problem-solving skilis required in research to be able to successfully develop new
knowledge and to integrate knowledge fram different fields. Applicants should be able to manage and
transform study contexts that are complex and unpredictable and that require original strategic
approaches.

Recruitement: We will aim at recruiting potential candidates fram various local MSc programs at
the three Partner Institutions. This population of graduate students allaws for the recruitment of
candidates with a known educational program and track record. In addition, MSc programs autside the
three partner institutes wiII be actively approached to apply for fellawships within the COGTOME
Network, and particularly the admission of applicants from outside the EU will receive special
consideration (see XX). To facilitate recruitment, a network of contacts representing relevant MSc
programs in the EU and worldwide has been established. Projects selected by the Board of Education
and selection criteria and rules and regulations for application and admission will be published on our
website and other relevant scientific job portals and websites.
The common standards for application, selection, admission and examination wiII be formalized in the
Doctorate Candidate Agreement, implemented and carried out by the COGTOME Network Board of
Education and the Management Team (see 3.5), who are responsible for the program, i.e. they provide a
benchmark for content and function as examinatian board, as curriculum board, and at the same time
as selection & admission committee.

B.3.4 Justify tfle appropriateness and the quality et joint supervision and monitoring of tfle
candidate activitles (including the exams for the taught part and the assessment and defence of the
thesis) to ensure the highest quality et the outcomes.

PhD students in the program will be jointly supervised by two PIs from the participating institutes, one
main supervisor from the student’s hast institute (Home Institute) and one secondary supervisor form
ane of the other Institutes (Partner Institute).

Manitoring: Three months after enrollment, the student submits the detailed PhD project plan to the
Board of Education for formal approval. This plan contains the elaborated praject proposal as well as the
Training and Supervision Plan (TSP) and forms the basis for monitoring progress. PhD students will
follow the TSP during their 3-year PhD project, including a descriptian of the research project and a list
of courses and training events the student plans to attend. In addition, we will employ a standardized
~heckpoint system to track the progress of the PhD student during the 3-year period. The checkpoint Medmad [on]: CHRISTIAN

form is a checklist in which the progress at the research program is systematically recorded. It serves as ‘kast spccifyin deiaii

a basis for discussion during the checkpoint meetings. It is a duty of the supervisors to provide a high- Checkwiih par:neraif(hcycanacgcpl,,ur

quality supervision infrastructure for the PhD student. Both supervisors will monitor the quality of the clicckpin: sys:cm.

research part of the PhD training. Further monitoring will be done by the teaching staff and supervisors Sincc IS cway i 3 ytar PhI) yoia nügh: wanl

during compulsory COGTOME Network courses and annual meetings. We wilI also implement a Mentor logotinspiradon rromihcMPIcb~kpsun:s

systems. The mentor wiII ensure that existing supervisian arrangements are adhered to. The mentor also
acts as a mediator between PhD student and supervisor. The TSP includes the project plan, project
continuance (written evaluation), project progress and outlook, thesis table of contents and post
contract plans as milestones during the 3 year program.



Good practice agreement: In addition, it is incumbent on all PhD students to follow a good practice
agreement for conducting a PhD. This document is intended to clarify the requirements for obtaining a
PlID and to introduce additional measures that should ensure that students finish their PhD within 3
years. The individual centres may have additional regulations.

Criteria: The minimum criteria for the PhD thesis are that it should reflect at least 3 years of research
work, making an original contribution to the field. This will be operationalised, in line with current
practice at the partner institutes, insofar that the thesis should contain at least three chapters that can
be ar have been submitted as journal articles to peer reviewed journals with impact factors
representative of or better than the mean at the field. After suggestion by both supervisors and officia
University approval (of Home and Partner Institute) a Thesis Committee, specifically appointed for each
project, will review and examine the thesis. It will normally consist at five COGTOME Supervisors not
involved in the project, recruited from the list shown in Annex 1, and could also include experts in the
field fram outside the COGTOME network. Atter approval at the thesis, the candidate will defend it. In
case at conflicts, Vie student may follow the standard procedures under the regulations of the Kost
Institute University. The relevant research degree regulations of the Institutions awarding the PhD
degree must be satistied within the above arrangements.

PARTNER INSTITUTES’ LOCAL PROCEDURES?

~.3.5 What is the kind and nature of the degree(s) awarded? If applicable, what are 0w measures
taken or envisaged by the consortium to deliver a fully accredited and recognised joint degree4 Merknad [o143: CHRISTIAN/ARTHU
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ANDALSO BETWEEN FACULTIES (hr N)Fform

The COGTOME Network will offer PhD students a joint degree (level 8 of the European Qualification
Framework) recognized by bath the COGTOME Home Institute and the COGTOME Partner Institute
After a successful PhD defense at the Home Institute and their preferred partner institute, candidates
wilI receive a Graduate School Certificate, specifying details about their research project and attended
courses.
ioint or double doctorate? We will aim for joint degrees as far as possible, and double degrees if
necessary.

B.3.4 Participation costs
NEED ARTHUR’S INPUT KERE

The COGTOME program wiII be implemented in tive consecutive editions, with an annual budget at XX.
The COGTOME fellowships wiII be allocated to the respective Hast Institute of the PhD students (see
Annex XX) once they have been employed, and includes a total of € XX annual salary.
Also need to provide numbers for bench fee, ab costs, travel costs (also for the mobility period)
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Provisions for EMJD candidates and fellowship halden (15% of the max. store)] Merknad 1a171: ARTHUR
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consortium to reach out potentially interested candidates, in particular those from third countries?
The COGTOME Consortium has an extensive international network in European and third countries and
currently employs researchers from more than 40 countries. The consortium will use the network to
attract the rnost promising young scientists th ough open competitions. The consort um website will be
used to announce the network’s fellowships and will be linked to the websites of international
professional associations and conferences (for example SFN, HBM, Biomag, FENS). The fellowships will
be announced on the relevant websites (e.g. ec.eur pa eu/euraxess/, www.academictransfer.com,
www.academics.de), at conferences, via social media (e.g. Linkedln, Facebook), via mailing lists and
posters send to other Iabs in the consortium’s extensive network. Promotional activities wiIl make sure
that recruitment is directed to both MSc students within the consortium’s graduate schools and
programmes and to potential candidates from other European and non European MSc progranimes.

B.4.2 Services offered to students. Present the services that will be provided by the partner
institutions to host doctoral candidates.

The COGTOME Consortium provides a range of services to its PhD students to enhance social inclusion,
active citizenship and personal development in the host countries and guest institutions. Assistance with
visas and housing facilities will be provided by the local international offices and personnel departments
that all have broad experiences with dealing with these issues (see fro exarnple}www.ru.nl/io/english/). Merknad fa183: Bsmn.Trondh,.

The assistance will include the support for the mobility periods of the fellows and services like access to exanipies?

university guesthouses will be provided. All social and health insurances will be offered as part of the Merla,ad [ofl]: ARTHUR
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and personnel departments. Furthermore, each of the local institutions provides services and provisions
for students with special needs. lt is a basic principle of the partners of the COGTOME Consortium that
students with special needs should be able to finish their fellowships successfully. Proper access to
buildings and research facilities is guaranteed and special provisions are available.

The COGTOME Consortium will work with a mentoring system, assigning a personal mentor to each
student. This is a member of the research staff that is not one of the supervisors of the student, and that
can help the PhD with practical problems as well as give him or her an ‘outsider’s’ perspective on his or
her work. To overcome potential language problems and promote social inclusion, language courses in
the local language, conversation ciasses and in scientific English will be offered to the fellowship holders.
The partners of the COGTOME Consortium offer various activities aiming at social integration like
introduction courses to meet feflow PhD students, social days, excursions, cultural activities and sports
activities. A number of the activities is also open to the families or partners of the fellowship holders. For
fellows with children, the partners offer child care facilities and contacts with international schools.

B.4.3 Language policy

The per ods in the Home and Partner institutions offer exposure to different cu tures and to two
different languages (or three for non English speakers). All the participants’ institutes are bilingual;
apart from the local language, English is spoken. All institutes offer language courses at different levels
and the fellows are strongly encouraged to follow the language courses. Though we expect that PhD



candidates will express their interest in taking language courses themselves, the language courses are
included in the education/training programme (see 81.3 and Table 3.1), award ed with ECTS and paid for
by the partners. The personnel departments or nternational offices will help the candidate with forms
and regulations that are not available in English. Furthermore conversation ciasses and courses in
scientific English will be offered to the fellowship holders. Along with learning the local language,
candidates wiIl gain an understanding of the cultural differences between peoples and countries
enabling more fruitful collaborations to be made in the future. Overall, the consortium will provide an
exciting and stimulating environment both scientifically and culturally for its participants and attract the
best young scientists.

8.4.4 What administrative arrangements are foreseen for the award of the fellowships (including
health care, social security and pensjon rights) and the distribution of the fellowship holders among
the EMJD partners?

PhD students will get an employment contract at the home institute for the full three years of their
project. Employment contracts are based on national legislation and will guarantee salary, holidays,
health care insurance, parental leave, other fringe benefits, social security and pension rights. The
consortium lump sum will be managed by the Donders Institute and distributed to the partners of the
consortium based on the number of PhD-students. The fellowship scheme is based upon bilateral
research combinations as outlined in Section B3. The grantees will be distributed approximately evenly
over the 3 partner institutes, as will be the stipends. The PhD students do not have to pay tuition fees at
any of ~he partner institute~

B.4.5 Describe the measures taken by the consortium to ensure the candidate’s career prospects
and to monitor his/her career development once graduated.

The COGTOME Consortium highly values the development of the career prospects of PhD students. To
prepare the fellows for their future careers, all PhD students will have an individual Training and
Supervision plan. As part of the plan, time will be dedicated to courses that will aim at increasing the
career prospects of the fellows. Examples include project management, principles of entrepreneurship
or other transferable skills. During the projects the career plans will be discussed at least once a year
between PhD student and supervisor, and whenever applicable, appropriate measures will be taken to
increase the career prospects of the PhD student. The COGTOME fellows will have ample opportunity to
get to know the partner institutes, which may have promising post-doc positions for them. In addition
the program ensures regular contacts with other academic partners, relevant industry and health care
institutions that provide career options. The career development of the fellows will be systematically
monitored after graduation to keep an eye on the output of the programme to be used by the partners
in order to adjust and improve the training programmes.

8 4.6 Describe the nature and comprehensiveness of the Doctoral Candidate Agreement.

The consortium adheres to the European Charter for Researchers and the Code of Good Conduct for the
Recruitment of Researchers (http://ec.europa.eu/euraxess/index.cfm/rig t /e r peanCharter) unless
there is an overriding obligation to ensure that the partners meet the requirements of the respective
national or regional legislations. Where researchers enjoy a status and rights which are, in certain
respects, more favourable than those provided for in this Charter, the terms will not be invoked to
dirninish the status and rights already acquired. For all COGTOME fellows a Doctoral Candidate
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Agreement wiII be signed by the supervising institutes and the doctoral candidate, in order to guarantee
the adequate transparency of the participation rules and to define clearly the candidate’s rights and
obligations. The Doctorate Candidate Agreement wiII include guidelines about admission criteria, criteria
for the Supervisors, structure and organization of the PI,D programme, equal opportunities issues, etc.



B.s Programme Management and Quality Assurance (15% at the max. scoret

B 5.1. Describe the quality of the organisational arrangements and cooperation mechanisms within
the consortium and the speciflc role played by each of its members.

Commitment
All partners and associated partners are fully committed to the programme and are ready to provide
their expertise and facilities for the successful execution of the project. Leif ers of endorsement from all
partners and those associated partners who will play a very active role in the research and educational
progress of the programme are submitted with this proposal. The cornmitment of each staff member to
educational and research activities is described in B 2.1.

Organizational arrangements and ceaperation mechanisms

A COGTOME Board of Education will be established which has a central role in the supervision of the
COGTOME Network (Figure 3) and is responsible for the network’s policy and strategy. The Board is
chaired by the COGTOME Consortium caordinator. Each at the participating institutes is represented by
two senior academic members, one ot which is the local Institute Coordinator. The Board of Education
will include a PhD student from each of the partners (appointed by the Board of Fellows, see Figure 3).
The Board of Education will have at least twa meetings per year. The precise conditions of decision
making, voting and conflict resolution wiIl be formalized in the Framework Partnership Agreement,
which will be prepared at the start of the consortium. The Board of Educatian will decide on standards
for application, selection, admission and examination ot students (see alsa 8.3.3). As such, the Board of
Education is responsible to supervision of the educational process.

Figure 3 (to be included): Management structure of the netwark. Dashed arrows indicate advisory roles
to Board of Education; dash dotted arrow indicates advisory roPe plus representation in Board of
Education; solid arrows represent hierarchical roles

A COGTOME Management team will be established which will implement actions during the progress of
the project (specifically the tasks, deliverables, milestones, budget), otfers advice and implements
decisions made by the Board at Education, in particular those processes related to aspects of the
training program. The Management Team consists at the COGTOME Consortium Coordinator, the other
local institute coordinators and an administrative afficial from the caordinating institute. The
Management Team will coordinate and implement all network activities, including tinancial aspects and
will interact with the EU (project officer, MC monitor) concerning implementation, execution and
completion of the program. Members of the Management Team will meet at least four times per year
and will furthermore have regular phane and e-mail cantact. The Management Team is in charge of the
overall management: detailing of the training program and detailed budgeting at the stipend level,
tracking the scientific and integration pragress, sateguarding ethics and gender issues, designing and
maintaining project documentatian archives, pragress reports including assessment at PhD projects,
organization at annual meetings, effective communication with parties outside the consortium, such as
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other European networks, dissemination and training tools. The aim with regard to information
distribution is to keep partners, and the European Commission, fully informed about the project status
and all other issues that are relevant to the partners for obtaining transparency, synergy and interaction
of the consortium. Furthermore, the Management Team will coordinate the various administrative
duties such as creating/updating the consortium website, coordination of the recruitment/handling
applications of fellows, helping in the organization of consortium events and preparation of progress
reports. All partners will have dedicated support on the financial and personnel issues available to
ensure the optimal administrative handling of budgets, employment contracts, Doctorate Candidate
Agreements, and reporting.

A COGTOME Board of Fellows will be established consisting of 2 PhD students per participating year of
entry, to discuss issues related to the consortium programme and assign members to the Board of
Education. We will also appoint a ~ounselor~, a trustworthy, independent and easily accessible person,
for each PhD student. Students can consult their Counselor on confidential matters (e.g. problems with
offered training, finances, and supervisors).

The Board of Education and Management Team will be advised by the Advisory Board consisting of the
scientific directors of the partner institutes. The Advisory Board will be regularly consulted by the Board
of Education or the Management Team to discuss the quality of the training program as well as strategy
development concerning continuity of the funding and potential expansion of the consortium after the
EMJD grant period

B.5.2 Describe the way the EMJD wiII be managed fram a flnancial point of view and explain how
the participations costs in the joint programme have been calculated; if differences exist between
third-country and European candidates, what are the reasons for such dlfferences~j

B S.2 Describe howthe consortiums development and sustainability plan is designed in orderto ensure
the proper implementation and continuity of the joint programme beyond Conimunity funding

During the Erasmus Mundus project itseif, the partners envisage an almost equally spread enrollment
over the duration of the project and over the partners to ensure a maximum of collaboration between
the partners and benefits within the consortium. Furthermore, PhD students at the partner institutes
funded from other sources but working in the same field, will actively participate in the network during
the EMJD grant period.
The COGTOME consortium will work towards a sustainable setting in which the COGTOME partners can
continue their joint PhD program beyond the period of Erasmus Mundus funding. lt is the network’s
ambition to establish within 7 years a solid, structured PhD training program, seen as a reference in
Curope, with sufficient funding from third parties. We intend to extend the network by increasing the
number of partners across Europe and world wide. To achieve this, we will develop a strategy to acquire
a cornbined funding frorn both national and international agencies, as well as by teaming up with
industrial partners interested in our highly-trained fellows and our expertise. To this end, the
consortium will seek collaboration with industry, local funding officials, and with Technology Transfer
Officers of the participating institutes to arrange for timely funding strategies. Provided that sufficient
numbers of PhD students would be eligible for such participation after the grant period, the partner
institutes are committed to invest in maintaining the consortium’s infrastructure and program. Another
important outcome of the COGTOME Consortium Programme is the recognition of the joint and double
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degrees by the participating Universities. This practice wiIl be used by the partners in the future for
otherjoint projects Europe and world-wide, thus developing and extending the ideas behind the EMJD
programme.

B.S.3 Describe how the consortium’s development and sustainability plan is designed in order to
ensure the proper implementation and continuity of the Joint programme beyond Community
funding and present the Consortium’s proposed actions for complementary fundin~

As outlined in Annex 10 the Cogtome Consortium will run tor five consecutive editions with a
yearly allocated budget ot € 1.307.000 for the whole consortium. This budget will be issued on a
yearly basis to the coordinating partner, i.e. to the Donders Institute, and includes a yearly
budget tor the organization and implementation of the Cogtome prograrnme. The fellowships will
be allocated to the Home lnstitutes of the PhD students (see Annex 10) once they have been
employed, and includes a contribution of € 100.800 per fellow tor salaries (both tor Category A
and B, as all stucients will get an employment contract), a contribution to the participation costs
of €21.600 per fellow (all students will be laboratory based) and € 7.500 contribution to the
traveling/settlement for Category A (Thirci Country Candidates) or € 3.000 for mobility ot
Category 8 Fellows to Korea.

B 5iTo what extent have compIementary~~~ng possibil ties been explored and/or secured?

Future PhD students funded from other sources, such as national, international and ndustry research
funds, but working at the partner institutes in the COGTOME research area, will be invited to join the
research and training activities of the fellows of the COGTOME consortium. Examples are PhD students
funded by FP7 projects, ERC Grants, the Dutch NWO, the German DFG, the Research Council of Norway
and industry. The fellows of the consortium will be supported in acquiring extra funding by the partners,
especially for extra travel funding. The partners and scientific organizations have programmes dedicated
to PhD students. Examples are the Radboud University’s Internationalisation Fund to promote
international mobility among all its PhD candidates, and the travel awards from the Organization of
Human Brain Mapping. The participating universities co-fund a substantial part of the programme. In
particular, a large part of the continuing support of the programme and the overheads wiIl be provided
by the individual universities. They all have expressed their commitment to run this programme
successfully.
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B 5.4 Describe the nature of the internal evaluation (by the institutions themselves? through
candidates/scholars feed-back systems? etc.) and external quality assessment (by e.g. national,
international or professional bodies) envisaged.

Internal evaluation
The individual PhD-projects will be monitored by fixed check-point meetings wh ch take place with
intervals between 3 months and one year and are attended by PhD students and supervisors. During the
meetings the progress wiII be monitored, the individual Tra ning and Supervision plans will be updated
and if necessary, actions are planned to ensure the quality and progress of the project. Courses and the
programme as a whole will be evaluated systematically by soliciting structured feedback of the PhD



students by questionnaires and by the establishment at the Board of Fellows (see 5.1). The Board of
Education wiII nionitor the results at the check point meetings, the course and programme evaluations,
monitor the quality at the training program, individual progress and research output of the PhD students
(and supervisors) 35 well as systematically evaluate the research activities of the programme 35 a whole.

External evaluation

The external evaluation of the COGTOME pragramnie will be part of the evaluation programmes at the
partners. For the Donders Institute the external evaluation will be done based on the Standard
Evaluation Protocol for Research Assessment in the Netherlands
(www.knaw.nl/smartsite.dws?id=26104&pub20091052). The eva uation of scientific research applies
at two levels: the research institute asa whole and its research pragrammes Three main tasks of the
research institute and its research programmes are to be assessed: the praduction of results relevant ta
the scientific community, the production at results relevant to society, and the training of PhD-students.
Faur main criteria are considered in the assessment: quality, productivity, sacietal relevance and vitality,
and feasibility. The evaluation will be done by an external committee of internationally renowned
scientists.

he evaluation of Vie COGTOME Project will be included in the evaluatian procedures at the partners, Merknad (a33J: lopul cxicmal
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Annex C - Joint and double

In the COGTOME proposal we aim at providing joint degrees for the students. This wilI typically be a
joint degree between two of the four partner universities. In the exceptional cases when a joint degree
is not possible, we wiIl aim for a double degree. Even though the rules are different at the different
universities we still aim a providing a standardized and transparent collaboration and graduation
procedure for the students. The joint degree will be defined in cotutelle agreements between the
collaborating institutions.

First we wilI mention a few aspects that needs to be incorporated:

• Radboud University NUmepen. All faculties allow for joint or double degree; however, the condition
is that the first defense wilI be done at Radboud University Nijmegen (see Annex C.1). Joint
degrees must be approved on a case-by-case basis by WHO within one year of the starting the
PhD requiring a cotututelle agreement (see Annex C.1).

• DZNE. The institute cannot provide PhD degrees; however, student will graduate under the
Faculty of Philosophy or Medical Faculty at Bonn University. This is already current practice.

• Bonn University. The Faculty of Philosophy has regulations allowing for double and joint degrees
(see Annex C.2). Joint degrees must be approved on a case-by-case basis by the dissertation
committee. The Medical Faculty has so far not rules defined for joint or double degrees. Such
rules are expected to be defined end of 2012. Until the rules are finalized, candidates from the
DZNE and Bonn University associated with the Medical Faculty will also get assigned a co
supervisor f rom the Faculty of Philosophy. This wilI allow them to graduate in the Faculty of
Philosophy obtaining a joint degree applies.

• Norwegian University of Science and Technolopy: Policies and guidelines are defined for joint
degrees (see Annex C.3).

Procedure for joint degrees

1. Candidate employed at one of the four universities/institutes and a primary advisor is
appointed

2. The second advisor is identified at a partner university/institute
3. Students will be enrolled at both the host and partner university
4. Cotutelle agreements will be completed within the first year (Radboud University and NTNU

have forms that must be filled and approved by the respective authorities)
5. The candidate wiIl spend at least 6 months at the partner university/institute
6. The dissertation wiII be defended at both the host and partner university (when Radboud

University is either the host or partner university, the candidate wilI first defend at Radboud
University)

7. The candidate will receive a diploma f rom each institution
8. The dissertation wilI contain the logos of both the host and partner university
9. It is the responsibility of the primary supervisor to ensure that the cotutelle agreements

completed in time.



Annex C.1 — Radboud University Nijmegen
Regulations and cotutelle agreement.



(vastgesteld in het overleg CvB — decanen d.d. 5-10-2010)
Joint doctoral degree
Modelovereenkomst Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen

Co-operation Agreement Joint Doctorate

The followinp parties

[for each partner]:

The University <name
represented by name>

and

Stichting Katholieke Universiteit, more particularly Radboud University Nijmegen,
represented by
prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Kortmann, Rector Magnificus

and

Mr. /Mrs. <first name> <name
[for candidates from Radboud University Nijmegen: <name Research Institute>
hereinafter ‘the doctoral candidate’

hereinafter, the afore-mentioned shall be referred to jointly as ‘the Parties’,

have,

Account being taken of the Regulations concerning the obtainment ot the academic degree of
doctor at the <name partner institution>, approved by the on <date>;
In view of the provisions of the Regulations on the Structure of Radboud University Nijmegen,
account being taken of the Dutch Higher Education and Research Act (Wet op het hoger
onderw~s en wetenschappeI~k onderzoek, WHVV), and in particular articie 7.18;
Account being taken of the Doctorate Regulations of Radboud University Nijme en, Iaid down
by order of the Council of Deans on 13 June 2006 <verwijzen naar meest recente versie>;

apreed the followinp:

Articie 1. Subject: joint supervision and awarding of a doctoral degree
The partner institutions agree that they shall be jointly responsible for the educational programme of
the doctoral candidate, the supervision of his/her doctoral research and thesis, and the jointly
awarding of the doctoral degree.

The doctoral candidate’s personal information:

Name and initials’
Date of birth’
Place of birth: <town>, <country>
Nationality’

Article 2: Designation of a home institution
For the doctoral candidate in this agreement, the home institution, responsible for overall
administration, is <name institution>.



Article 3. Subject ot the doctoral dissertation
The subject at the dactoral dissertation will be

Articie 4. Supervisian ot the doctoral candidate
The doctoral candidate’s supervisors shall be:

[for each partner institution]
At the <name partner institution>

Name~
Academic unit:
Position

At Radboud University Nijmegen:
Namw
Faculty
Research lnstitute~
Positiow

Articie 5. Admission to the doetoral programme
The doctoral candidate has been admitted in the doctoral programme ot the relevant partner
institutions:

from the university <name> on <dat >

rom Radboud University Nijmegen on <date

Article 6. Content of the doctoral programme
The content ot the doctoral educational programme, including the amount of ECTS, shall be described
in annex 1, which is part of this agreement.

Article 7. Duration ot the doctorate
The time period ot the doctoral research, including the writing ot a doctoral dissertation lasts <number
of months>. If necessary, the period may be extended by mutual consent, account being taken at the
applicable regulations at each partner institution.

Article 8. Residence and research periods
The doctoral candidate shall spend research periods ot at least six months in at least two [in the case
ot two partners: ‘both’] at the partner institutions. The delineation ot the research periods shall occur by
mutual consent between the doctoral candidate and the supervisors.

The doctoral candidate shall be registered by the partner institutions where he/she will take residence,
according to their respective rules and regulations.

Article 9. Doctoral dissertation
The doctoral dissertation shall be written in <language>.
A translation of the title and a summary ot the contents shall be written in <language>.

Article 10. Committee tor the doctoral examination
The examination committee tar the doctoral examination (doctoral dissertation and detence ot the
dissertation) shall be composed by mutual consent at the partner institutions. At least one ot the
members ot the committee is external to the partner institutions.

Articie 11. Detence at the doctoral dissertation
The final examination/public defence ot the doctoral dissertation shall take place in <language> at the
<name university>.



Article 12. Awarding of the degree
When the doctoral candidate passes the joint doctoral examination, the partner institutions shall award
him/her one joint doctor’s degree diploma, otficially recognized by all partner institutions.

The doctor’s degree diploma will be drawn up by <name university> and shall be signed by the
representative of <name universities involved>.

Article 13. Additional tinancial arrangements
Contributions to the expenses ot the doctoral candidate that are related to the doctoral programme
and/or to the doctoral detence, shall be discussed and agreed upon by mutual written consent ot all
Parties.
Financial arrangements shall be described in annex 2, which is part of this agreement.

Article 14. Insurance
The doctoral candidate shall comply with the obligation to take the necessary steps to be sutticiently
covered by international health insurance and other necessary or mandatory insurance cover.

Article 15. lntellectual property rights
1. lntellectual property (IP), including bul not limited to (confidential) information, knowledge,

results, findings, know how, whether they can be protected or not by intellectual or industrial
property rights (such as patent rights), except copyrights on scientific publications, developed
on the basis of a joint program undertaken by a candidate during the course of this
agreement, belongs to the university where the candidate has generated the IP.

2. When the IP is generated by two or more partner institutions such that the IP cannot be
separated and attributed to one of them, then the partner institutions will have joint ownership
in equal shares, unless otherwise agreed upon

3. Contrary to paragraph i and 2 of this articie, if agreements have been made with third parties
on the tunding ot the doctoral degree program and related IP, Parties shall make a different
agreement on the distribution ot IP, betore the start of the doctoral degree programme. The
Parties have intormed each other about such agreements before signature of this joint
doctorate agreement and shall not conclude such agreements during this joint doctorate
agreement without first consulting the other Party/Parties.

4. In case of joint ownership of IP the partner institutions wilI have the joint right to determine the
commercial exploitation and disposition ot such IP and make joint applications tor the
registration on the same as they jointly deem necessary. Neither Party wiII disclose to a third
party, nor to Parties not relevant to the IP, license, use commercially, register or otherwise
deal in such IP without the prior approval ot the other partner institution(s). Betore any
registration or commercialization of any intellectual property takes place, the partner
institutions agree to reach a separate written agreement relating to such registration or
commercialization, and will include issues such as exploitation rights, revenue sharing and
cost sharing. Any publication in relation to such IP wiII only be possible with the prior written
consent of all partner institutions, such consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

Article 16. Doctoral regulations
By signing this agreement, the doctoral candidate and the supervisors pledge to act in accordance
with the doctoral regulations entorced at each ot the partner institutions. In the event ot contradictory
stipulations, the doctoral regulations ot the home university shall apply.

Article 17. Dispute resolution
Any disputes arising under or in connection with this agreement which cannot be resolved by amicable
discussions between Ihe Parties shall be resolved by the competent court of the home institution.

Article 18. Enforcement and period of validity of the agreement
This agreement shall take ettect on <date>and shall end the day atter the doctoral degree has been
awarded. The agreement may be terminated earlier, e.g. in the event that the doctoral research makes
insufticient progress.

Article 19 Cases, not provided for
In cases where this agreement does not provide, the rector ot the home university shall decide.



Co-operation Agreement Joint Doctorate between

[for each partner]:

The University <name>,
represented by <name>

and

Stichting Katholieke Universiteit, more particularly Radboud University Nijmegen,
represented by
prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Kortmann, Rector Magnificus

and

Mr. /Mrs. <first name> <name,,
[for candidates f rom Radboud University Nijmegen: <name Researc Institute>]
doctoral candidate

PIace

Date

Mr./Ms. . . .<name candidate>,

Doctoral candidate



Co-operation Agreement Joint Doctorate between

[for each partner]:

The University <name>,
represented by <name>

and

Stichting Katholieke Universiteit, more particularly Radboud University Nijmegen,
represented by
prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Korimann, Rector Magnificus

and

Mr. /Mrs. <first name> <name
[for candidates from Radboud University Nijmegen: <name Research Institute>]
doctoral candidate

Irepresentative partner institution]

<name>

<position> . . ..<name institution>



Co-operation Agreement Joint Doctorate between

[for each partner]:

The University <name,.,
represented by <name>

and

Stichting Katholieke Universiteit, more particularly Radboud University Nijmegen,
represented by
prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Kortmann, Rector Magnificus

and

Mr. /Mrs. <first name> <name>.,
[for candidates from Radboud University Nijmegen: <name Research Institute>.]
doctoral candidate

Prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Kortmann,

Rector Magnificus Radboud University Nijmegen



Co-operation Agreement Joint Doctorate between

[for each partner]:

The University <name>,
represented by <name>

and

Stichting Katholieke Universiteit, more particularly Radboud University Nijmegen,
represented by
prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Kortmann, Rector Magniticus

and

Mr. /Mrs. <first name> <name>,
[for candidates trom Radboud University Nijmegen: <name Research Institute>]
doctoral candidate

SEEN AND AGREED

name>,

supervisor <name partner institution>



Co-operation Agreement Joint Doctorate between

[for each partner]:

The University <name>,
represented by <name>

and

Stichting Katholieke Universiteit, more particularly Radboud University Nijmegen,
represented by
prof. dr. S.C.J.J. Kortmann, Rector Magnificus

and

Mr. /Mrs. <first name> <name
[for candidates from Radboud University Nijmegen: <name Research Ins itute>]
doctoral candidate

SEEN AND AGREED

<name>,

supervisor name partner institution>



Annex C.2 - Bonn University
Regulations

Regulations trom Bonn University, Faculty of Philosophy. We here reproduce §22 defining the rules for
joint degrees f rom the university regulations:

universitätbonn

Rhein sche
Friedrich-Wjlhelms.
Un versität Bonn

Amti iche
Bekanntmachungen
Inhalt:

Neufassung der Promotionsordnung der
Philosophischen Faku tat der Rhe n schen
Fredr ch-W he ms-Un versit~t Bonn

Vom 04. Juni 2010

Herausgeber
40. Jahrgang Der Rektor der

Nr. 08 Rhejr, schen Er edrich~W he s n versität Bonn
10. Jun 2010 Regina~Pacis Weg 3 53113 Bonn



fl. Gemeinsame Promotion

§22
Getneinsame Promotion mit einer auslihidisehen Hochschule

(1) Die P u osophische Fakultät der Umversit~it Bonn kann zusaiumen md einer
wissenseliaftlichen Hochschule des Auslands in eiiieni gerneinsam durchgeführten
Promotionsverfabren den Grad Doktor der Philosophie (.,Doetor philosophiae
verleihen Der Doktorgrad wird nu Zusanuuenhang init dem Nanien in der
abgekürzten Forni .,Dr phul” gefiihrt Dieses Verfahren setzt abweichend von § 7
Abs 4 eme gerneinsame Betreuung dureh je einen Betreuer und ein jeweil
niindestens einsemestnges Prornotionsstudium an den beiden Hochschulen -oraus
Insbesondere smd die Zulassungsvoraussetzungen zur Qualifilcationsphase sox~ ie
zuni Prfifimgsverfahren beider Hochschulen ni erfüllen Beispiel: Cotutelle

(2) Zum Z~ eck emes gememsamen Verfabrens ist zwisehen der Universi Bonn
und dci Plulosophtschen Fak-ultät sowie det ausländischen Hochschule eme
Verembarung n treffen. die der PromotionsausschuB genehnugen mufl. Die



Vereinbarung regelt cm geniemsaiu von dcii zuständigen Organen der
ausländischen Hochsehule und dem Promotioiisaussch 113 geleitetes
Promotionsverfahren msbesondere eine gemeinsame Prüfung. Bewertuug und
Benotung de Prüfungsleistungen der § § 12. 14 und 16 durch eme gemeinsame
Prüfiingskonunission

(3) Die Vei einbarung kami A isnahmen zu den Vorschnften vorsehen. z B
• Zu animensetzung und Zuständigkeit der Prüfungskonuuission

naeh § 4 Abs. 1,
• obligat rische Qualifikationsphase nach § 6 Abs. 1.
• Erstellung der Gutachten irneli § 12 Abs 1-3.
• Emsichtsnahme in die Gtitachten
• Sitzungsteilnahme bet Einspnich nach § 12 Abs 9 letzter Satz.
• Form und Datter der mündliclien Pri fungen nach § 13 Abs 4-8.
• Spraehe der Urkunde nach § 19 Abs. 2
Der Promotionsausschul3 kam in begründeten Fällen weitere Ausnahmen
zulassen.

(4) Die Dissertation kann entweder in deutscher odei engliseher Spraehe ode
abweichend von § 11 Abs 2 Satz 2 in der Landessprache det Paitiereinnchtung
vorgelegt iverden. § 11 Abs. 2 letzter Satz gilt entsprechend.

(5) Die Beurteilung der Prbfungsleistungen erfolgt sowohl nach dieser Ordnung als
auch naeh dem flir die beteiligte ausländisehe Einnchtung geltenden Reeht

(6) Die Pflicht z ir Veröffentlichung der Dissertation und die Rechte an ihr riehten
sich nach den Vorschnften beider Hochschulen.

(7) Die Urkunde enthält die Verleih ing eines einzigen Doktorgrades. der in der
von der ausländischen Hochschule verliehenen ;vie in der von der Philosophischen
Fakultät verliehenen Form. gefflhrt werden darf. Diese Beurkundung erfolgt in emer
gemeinsamen lateinischen Urkunde. der Obersetzungen m den jeweihgen
Landessprachen und ggf eme englisehe Obersetzung betgegeben ;verden 5w wird
von dem zuständigen Vertretei der ausländischen Hochschule und dem Dekan der
Philos phisehen Fakultät der Universität Bonn unterselineben und trät beider
Hochschulen Siegel.

8 Über die Möglichkeit det Vereinbarung gemeinsamer Promottonsverfahren
gemäl3 Abs 1-7 hmaus kann die Fakultät auf Antrag genehmigen. daB ein
Promotionsverfahren gemeinsam mit etner a iswärtigen Hochschule bzw nut emer
von deren Fakultäten durchgeftihxt wird In diesem Fall werden bis ni zwei
zusätzliche Prdfer aus der betreffenden Fakultät dieser Hochsehule bestdilt



Annex C.3 - Norwegian University of Science and Technology
on double and joint degrees
Regulations, cotutelle agreement and guidelines



Regulations concerning the philosophiae doctor degree
(PhD) at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU)
Passed by Vie Bord of NTNU on 7 December n ac~rdance w$tti Vie Mt at Açril 2005
rio. 15ie toUn esandunàersityCollegefl3-SaM3-gno 7
The following dauses in Vie Degree Regulabons at NTNU passed by the Bord on 7 Deoember
2005applytododoial on §~2~ 10-12 23rio 3 24-30 32-40 42and44 Changespassedbythe
Board on 28 March 2007, 27 Fetniary and 4 Deoeniber

§ I Scope and extent of Ute regulations

These regulations apØy to educabon at doctoral levd Ihat eads to Vie philosophiae dotto degree RIO at
the Norwegian Unwenity af Saence and edmology (NTNIJ

Ute regulations slipuLate Vie rules for admission docflal wodc and comØetion ofte PhD degree at
NTNU.

§ 2. Obj ci Ute PhD education programine

The PhD - p’ogr has Vie cbjective of fraining canddates to be independerit reseaichets wtto
oan work at an ritemational levd n cooperaban witb Norwegian and international reseaich

The PhD bo progr has Vie objedive ci meeting Vie current and ftsture mqui ts for
research. developrnent, supervision and i11sseminabon witiun universities other publlo bisbiubans private
sector instituticos. eriterpdses and organirabons

§ 3. PhD Programmes

The PhD educabon progranwne requwes Ihat the candidates take Vie RIO P mes Ihat are offered by
Vie faculbes ar saentffic’Tnteidisciplinary networks

Ute Rector is to approve each RIO Programme When Vie Rector appmves a PhD Progranine hef~ie is
to stipulate atiicfl facufty has responsibility for the adinntistratico ci Ihat FtID Ptogramma A PtiD
Plogramme can be established n cooperation with Nctwegian ar nternabona reseaivh In ris.

All RIO res xe to be presented in a course cataiogue for Vie ci N1NU ilie faculty diatged
with Vie adm nistraton at Ute PhD Progr is to approve Vie cunicujurn and Ute descnptcn at æwses.

§ 3a. Joint degrees and cotutefie

f tere san agieeinent ænærnmg joint degrees ar æMulle (cooperaton fl jont sup n) ‘aldi
universities cutside Norway lite Redor 5 empowered to grarit exemptian fram Itiese regutationa

Suct an ~reement ‘sas a mirtimu to oover enrolment. funding. a c tisireng. supeMsion residency
require at lite institutions reporbng req ts Vie language and stuciure ci Vie thesis. its
evaluaton Vie award ofte degree Vie ssue ol Ute cerbficate and Vie amnershzp ci mtel property
hghts to Vie resulis. The agreernent is to be sig ned by Vie Rector

Ttie RIO education progr at Vie cooperatng institution must have a nominal dwatian af three yeais.
The candidate can be enioiled at bot insbtubons ft is a conditon that lite atiole ci lite thests and its
appendices re ta be part ci Ute public doniain

0 Addition to lite regu abcns dated 4 December 20)8 no 389



CO~UTELLE AGREEMENT

‘fins Agreement sets out the gmdehnes for co-operation
Scieuce aud Tecbnology Q~TNU) aud

institubon

represented by

Naiue, Rector NTNU__________________________

en the Norwe University of

has been admitted to (be doctoral tr~mmg

faculty, NTNU) by decision ohx Month year by the

__(faculty, NTNU) aud to (be programine for

instituton) by decision of xx Month year by (be

aud

Name, institution

These two institutions shall co-operate m respect of the doctoral degree b~rnning for

Name, caudidate

i Admission
It is a condifton that (be doctoral degree candidate satisfies (be admission requirement at each
ofthe two institutions aud has beenlwiil be admitted to an approved doctoral degree
programme at both institutions

Name candidate_____________ ___

programine at____________________

2 Funding
Ibe candidate s doctoral education is fin~,nced as foliows

3 Organized acadeinic training
The candidate s programme (project theorebcal syllabus etc
regulations/doctoral degree programme of both institutions

satisfytke



4 Title of the dissertadon
The two mshtubons approve a jomt anangement for a doctoral degree and a joint doctoral
disseitation when the latter shall be defended at a disputation The tide ofthe dissertation to
be prepared is

5 tradon
The doctoral degree candidate is to be registered at the two institutions fbr the followmg
penod of agreement

from _______________ to __________________

It shall be possible to coznplete the research work wtthm the penod of agreeinent, ofwluch a
net penod of 3 years is dedicated to the candidate s doetoral degree baunng Only
exceptionafly may the duration be prolonged. Thm may be done only at the request ofboth the
pnncipal sup on, aud provided the two institutions an ni àvour thereof Such a request
should be made 3 months before the expuy of Ihe penod of the agreenuent Tbe decision is to
be forinulated ni an appendix to the present Agreement

6 Supernsors
fle date shafl have at le-ast one supervisor at each ins n Both supervisors are

usible for the progress ofthe doctonl degree work

Froni NTNU:

Name supeivisor

is the principal supernsor

From instilution.

Name supervisor

is the joint supervisor.

The supernsors undertake to perform joint exercise ofiheir advisory timetion ni ect of the
doctoral degree candidate with the curren regulations at each anstitution. They also undertake
to c t each other regularly conceiumg the progress ofthe reseaich worl.



7 Residenn and research penods at the utstitutions
The doetoral degree candidate has made plans to spend time at two institutions in Ute
following manner

Instituhon, from, to

Inslitutton, from, to

Instituhon, fram, to

8 Workspace
The candidate is entitled to a work space at bot institutions in those penods when he/she is
preseut there.

9 Reporting
fle candidate aud supervisors shaU dehver separate annual repoits on pro s to both
insfttutions

10. Dissertation
The dissertation be wntten aud defènded in FngIi~h or anotber language both
mstttubons agree upon.

lite dissertation fonn is________________________________________

lite dissertation shall bear Ute unpnnt ofthe logo ofboth institutons aud the cotutelle
relattonship shafl be clear front the cover tide page ofthe dissertabon.

11. Pubilc dissertation
Both mstitutions take cogrn”~nce ofthe fact that no res ons r be placed on the makmg
pubhc aud pubhshuig of Ute results or ofte disseitabon.

Where Ute canchdate is the sole author ofte doctorai degree disseitatton, he ar she alone has
the copynght ta Ute work Where Ute doctoral de dissertation consists of a collection of
atticies and a summary Ute candidate alone will ha effie copynght to those parts that are the
result of lus ar her mdependent effott

12. TJse of the results
Bot institutions have Ute nght to use Ute results aud Ute dissertation for Ute putposes of
teaciung aud research activities

Separate agreenients shall be wntten for works thatmay lead to pateuts

3



13. Appointinent of an adjudication committee
The adjudication committee shall be appomted by ___________________ T g
account of the PhD regulations ofboth msttutons Ute committee shall consist of

fle supervisors should not be members ofthe committee and should not be its ariministrators
either The conuiuttee shali work in accordance with the regulattons applying at the instituhon
at wluch the disputahon is held

14 Disputation
The dissertation shail be defended at a s e dasputation whach is plannedto tale p ace at

In conneetion with tbe disputation the regulations applying at the institution at which Ute
disputabon takes place nonnafly be followe& Both supervisors be present at the
disputaboit

TraveUing aud subsistence expenses relating to Ute disputaton are to be covered by the
institution at which the disputafion takes place

15 Degree
The dissertation is subject to Ute approval ofboth institutions wluch undertake to confer Ute
Degree of

PhilosopluaeDoctor attheNonegianUmversityofscaenceandT logy aud

ee, instituton

Both degree titles shau be explicitly ineutioned in the report submitted from the disputation

16 Diploma
Each of Ute two mstitutons wiU issue its own diploma li sliall e dear from the diploma
and/or from a supplement that this is a cotutelle degree



17 Financbl compensadou
Each institution is entitled to the financial compensation to which a doctoral degree gives nse
in the home country

Place aud date Place aud date Place aud date

P10 candidate pnncipal supeivisor oint supervisor
NTNU instituton

Place aud date Place aud date

DeanoftheFaculty NTNU mstitution

Place aud date Place aud date

Reetor, NTNT.J wstitution



Guldelines for cotutelle agreements (joint supervision) and
joint degrees at NTNU
NTNUs board of directors has determined guidelines for cotutelle agreements and joint degrees, cf. S-case 83/08, 4 December 2008.

“Such an agreement isas a minimum to cover enrolment, tunding, academic training, supervision, residency requirements at the
institutions, reporting requirements, the language and structure of ffie thesis, its evaluation, the award ot the degree, the issue of the
certiticate and the ownership of intellectual property rights to the results.”

The PhD training must have a scope of three years of normal study time, and the candiciate must be enrolled in both institutions. It is a
requirement that the entire dissertation and its attachments are macie public.

Guidelines
1. NTNU may enter into agreements on cotutelle cooperation on the PhD level with universities abroacl.
2. The agreement must be signed by the two supervisors, the Dean, the PhD candidate and the Rector.
3. The candidate must be enrolled in both institutions. The academic basis for enrolment must be a Master’s degree or

similar.
4. The PhD training must have a scope of three years ot normal studies.
5. The candidate must have at least one supervisor at each institution.
6. The training part must satisty the requirements of both institutions.
7. The candidate must have a period of stay at both institutions. The agreement should specify when the candidate is to stay

at each institution.
8. The candidate must have a place to work, access to laboratory facilities and other infrastructure at each institution.
9. The dissertation must have the logo of both institutions, and the cooperation agreement must be specified.
10. The dissertation and its attachment must be made public.
11. The agreement must regulate the composition of the assessment committee.
12. For the public presentation of the disseilation, the rules that are in force at the institution where the presentation is to be

given must be complied with.
13. The candidate shall receive a diploma from each institution.
14. Both institutions shall have the right to use the dissertation and the results in their education, training and research.

The guidelines apply in the same way to joint degrees wtiere a number of institutions agree to establish a joint doctoral degree
programme. With joint degrees, the candidate may receive a diploma from each institution or a joint diploma.

5. Practical matters — procedures for entering into
agreements
The following procedures must be complieci with when making agreements on joint degrees or joint supervision (cotutelte):

1. Academic communities intending to enter into agreements on joint degrees or joint supervision (cotutelle) must contact
their administration (dean, head of department) to ensure they have the administration’s support with respect to entering into
a cooperation agreement with the institution in question.

2. Atter receMng positive confirmation from the administration, negotiations are then initiateci by the academic communities.
The academic community is urged to contact the Department of Academic Affairs early in the process to obtain advice and
guidance.

Contact persons at the Department ot Academic Affairs:
Advisor Jon Inge Resell, tel.: +47 73595259 . e-mail:ion.resell@ntnu.no.
Legal consultant Anne Marie Snekvik. tel.: +47 73595294 e-mail:anne.snekvik@ntnu.no.

3. One ot the institution’s standard agreement templates must be used, but both institutions cooperation requirements must
be satisfied.

4. When the agreement has been drawn up, the taculty sends it together with the necessary information to frie Department
of Academic Affairs, which presents the agreement and the faculty’s intormation to the Rector. The Department of Academic
Affairs also submits a brief statement on whether the agreement is in accordance with NTNU’s guidelines.

5. The Rector assesses whether the agreement is in accordance with the university’s policy and signs the agreement if it is.
The Rector may be advised by the Committee of Education or the Deans Meeting if this is deemed necessary.



6. The Department øl Academic Atfairs returns the agreement to the Faculty. The Faculty files the agreement when it has
been signed by all the parties, and sends a copy ot the signed agreement to the Department ot Academic Attairs.

7. The Department øl Academic Atfairs reports all agreements on joint degrees to NOKUT (Norwegian Agency for Quality
Assurance in Education).

The Department ot Academic Attairs has prepared a template for joint supervision (cotutelle agreement). This can be used as the point
ot departure for negotiations on cooperation with another institution.

Annex C.4 — Seoul National University
Regulations



European Commission CZkLL ~‘t<

Form versjon. 13 E’V s4dobe P.eaderversjon:1O.102 ERASMUS MIJNDUS

Application Form

ERASMUS MUNDUS 2012 Call for proposals
Joint Master Courses /Joint Doctorate Programmes

Before you begin completing this eform:
- Try the test eForm. This is a very brief eForm to heip you become familiar with how the fields and tables work and to test that your
software and internet connection allow an application to be submjtted.
- Check that you have the latest available version of the eform. In the event ofa significant eForm problem arising, the Agency may decide
to publish an updated i.e. corrected versjon of the eForm. Please check to see if a later version is available and to see details of any
problems that have arisen and their impact.
Click on the following link to go to the webpage to try the test eForm and to check for the latest verson of the eForm:

http: eacea.ec.europa.eu eforms index en.php

Programme ERASMUS MUNDUS

Sub-programme *: Action 1 Erasmus Mundus ioint Programmes

Programme guide /
Co/I for proposals EACEA/42/1 1

Action*: EMJD

Sub-action *: N/A

Oecd/be for
submissbon 30/04/2012 12:00 midday (Brussels time)

Project title
The Cognitive Connectome

Project acronym *: COGTOME

Language used to complete the form *: Eriglish

YOU MUST COMPLETE ALL FIELDS ON THIS FIRST PAGE BEFORE COMPLETING ANY OTHER PARTS OF THE FORM.
SELECTIONS YOU MAKE ON THIS FIRST PAGE, DICTATE THE APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOUR OF THE REST OF THE

FORM.
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PartA. Identification ofthe appikant and ifappikable other organisationfr)
participating in the project.

Parts A and B must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project.

A. i Organisotion

Partner number P1

Role in the application Applicant Organisation

Full name of the organisation *: Radboud University Nijmegen

Full name of theorganisation in latin
characters

Acronym*: RU

Erasmus University Charter number 28958-IC-1 -2007-1 -NL-ERASMUS-EUCX-1

Departrnent/ Faculty Donders Institute

Registered address

Street *: Number

Comeniuslaan

Postcode*: Town*:

6525HP Nijmegen

Country*: Region*:

NETHERLANDS Gelderland

Internet address: http://www.ru.nl

Telephonel *: Telephone2

0031243616161
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A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)

* Family name *: First name *:

Dr. Jensen de

Role in the organisation *: E-maiI address *:

Principal Investigator ole.jensen donders.ru.nI

Check this box If the oddress is different from
the address provided in section A. I

Address

Street *: Number

Kapittelwe9

Postcode*: Town*:

6525EN Nijmegen

Country*: Region*:

NETNERLANDS Gelderland

Telephone 1 ~ Telephone2

00312436109884 0031243610989

Check this box If the legal representative is different from the person
responsible for the management

A.3 Person authorised to represent the organisation in legally binding agreements
(legal representative)

Title *; Family name *: First name *:

Mr Reincke Wilfried

E-mail

w.reincke mso.ru.nI
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Role in the organisation *:

Strategy and Development

Check this box i! the oddress is different from
the oddress provided in section A. I Ei

Address.

Street * Number

Comeniuslaan

Postcode*: Town*:

SS2SHP Nijmegen

Country*: Region*:

NETHERLANDS Gelderland
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Part B. Organisation and activities

8.1 Structure

Status*: Public

Type of organisation *: University or higher education institution (tertiary level)

8.2 Aims and activities of the organisation *

Pleose pro vide a short presentotion ofyour organisation (key activities, affiliations etc) relating to the domain covered
by the project. (Mcx. 1000 characters)

The Donders Institute (DI) for Gram, Cognition and Behaviour at Radboud University Nijmegen is a leading neuroscience
research institution with a strong international reputation. lt is composed of three centers (Center for Cogntion, Center
for Cognitive Neuroimaging and Center for Neuroscience) including over 500 researchers in total. To ensure
collaborations amongst the centers, four research themes have been formed. This promotes active exchange of ideas
and provides a rich intellectual environment for developing innovative research. The Dl has an enterprising collaborative
spirit and an excellent track record on research on human cognition. As a result the Dl has a excellent international
reputation as evidenced by a high research output published in leading journals.

Please describe the role of the organisation in the project. (Mcx. 1000 characters)

In particular the expertise on advanced brain imaging will complement and benefit the COGNOTOME consortium. The Dl
has state-of-the art brain imaging tools dedicated to research including three magnetic resonance (MR) systems (1.5 T, 3
T and 7), a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) laboratory, magnetoencephalography (MEG) system and several
electroencephalography laboratories . Cross-modal studies are increasingly used (e.g. MR combined with EEG or MEG) in
the investigations. These tools allowing for whole-head recordings of human brain activity are applied to address
neuroscience questions by numerous research groups with diverse interests on co9nition. This research is
complemented by method development including recording techniques and advanced data analysis. Recently ‘Gram
networks and neuronal communication’ was identified as a core research theme and work on this topic is now integrated
amongst researchers across the three centers.

8.3 Other EU grants
Please list theprojects for which the organisation, or the department responsible for the management of this application,
hos received financial support from the EU Programme during the last threeyears.

Programme or inrtiative Reference number BeneficJary Organisation Title of the Project

ERC Starting 283567 Donders Institute I Perception and Action in
Accelerating Environments
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Pragramme ar initiative Reference number Beneficiary Organisation Title of the Project

ERC Starbng Donders Institute Recontext

ERC Sta~ing 204~3-1 Radboud University Spatial Memow

ERC Advaneed 268800 Donders Institute Neuroschema

FP7-HEALTH-2007-A 1200728 Donders Institute Brainsync

FP7-PEOPLE-2009-RG 256456 Donders Institute Visual Attention

FP7-PEOPLE-2010-NIGHT Radboud University Brainnight

1241959 Donders InstituteFP7-HEALTH-2009-COLLABORA I
278948 Donders InstituteFP7-HEALTH-201 1-COLLABORA

260576 Donders InstituteFP7-HEALTH-201 0-COLLABORA

261411 Donders InstituteFP7-HEALTH-201 0-COLLABORA I
IMI-201 1-Srd Call Donders Institute EU-AIMS

FP7-PEOPLE-201 O-RG Donders Institute

FP7-PEOPLE-2010-RG 277091 Donders Institute MERE GLU

216886 I Donders Institute PASCAL 2

KP7 STREP FP7-ICT-2009-C Donders Institute

Donders Institute CompLACS

Add a project

Please tist other grant applications submitted byyour organisation, or the department responsible, for this project
proposaL For each grant application, please mention the LU Programme concerned and the amount requested

Programme concerned Amount requested
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Add a project
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Part A. Identification of the applicant and ifappikable other organisat,on~
partkipating in the project.

Parts A cind 8 must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project.

A. i Organisation

Partner number P2

Role in the application *: Partner

Full name of the organisation *: Norwegian University of Science and Technology

Full name of the organisation in latin
characters

Acronym*: NTNU

Erasmus University Charter number 29704-lC-1 -2007-1 -NO-ERASMUS-EUCX 1

Department/Faculty The Kavli Institute for Systems Neurosci

Registered address

Street *: Nuni ber

Post code*: Tow

______________________ Trondheim

Country*: Region*:

NORWAY Trøndelag

Internet address: http://www.ntnu.no/cbm/

Telephonel *: Telephone2
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A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)

Title *: Family name *: First name *:

Dr Roudi Rashtabadi Yasser

Role in the organisation *

Principal investigator

Check this box If the address is different from
the address provided in section A. I

Address

E-mail address

yasser.roudi@ntnu.no

Street

Olav Kyrres Street

Num ber

Post code *

7030 Trondheim

Country*: Region*:

NORWAY Trøndelag

Telephone I *~ Telephone2

4773598242
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Part B. Organisation and activities

8.1 Structure

Status *: Public

Type of organisation *: University or higher education institution (tertiary level)

B.2 Aims and activities of the organisation*

Please pro vide a short presentation ofyour organisation (key activities, affiliations etc) relating to the domain covered
by the project. (Max. 1000 characters)

A core area of expertise at the Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience (Kl)/Norwegian Brain Centre (NBC), is the study of
memory function and spatial navigation in mammals. Using a variety of modern techniques ranging from in vivo and in
vitro recording tools to genetic and imaging tools, the KI/NBC has an expertise in studying the neural circuitry involved
in intact memory functions, as well as the neurobiology of memory disorders in animal models and human subjects. The
centre was established at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) in 2002. In 2007, the centre was
selected as one of 15 prestigious Kavli Institutes - the only European neuroscience institute to date. The research groups
focus on animal electrophysiology, neuroanatomy and computational modellings/data analysis. Kl/NBC has an excellent
record in training and research in the study of neurobiology of memory and is involved in several collaborating EU
research and training frameworks.

Please describe the role ofthe organisation in the project. (Max 1000 characters)

The major contribution of KI/NBC to the COGNOTOME consortium will be through its research and training facilities
focusing on systems neuroscience in the healthy and diseased brain. With 24 new recording labs with one in vivo
recording system in each. in vivo and in vitro optogenetic facilities, modern functional neuroanatomyfacilities, and
human and animal MRI facilities, allowing high resolutjon structural, functional and metabolic studies, Kl/NBC dedicates
a state-of-the-art repertoire of tools and training opportunities for systems neuroscience to the consortium. These are
complemented by a unique computational infrastructure involving two national supercomputer facilities, as weIl as a
new high speed parallel computing facility within the Kl/NBC (to be established within X months from a Norwegian
research council funding) allowing for developing and using modern data analysis techniques.

8.3 Other EU grants
Please list the projects for which the organisation, or the department responsible for the management of this application,
hos received financial support from the EU Programme during the last threeyears.

Programme or nitiaUve Reference number Beneficïary Organisation Title of the Projeci

HEALTH-2007-2.2.1FP7; Collab. projecis KavIiINTNU Coding in neuronal assemblies
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I Neural circuits for space
KavIIINTNU (E. Moser) representation in the

I mammalian cortex

Neural circuits for memoryKavIiINTNU (M.B. Moser) formation in the hippocampus

NETADIS: Statistical
Mechanics of Networks Across
Disciplines

Add a project

Please list other gram applications submitted byyour organisation, or the department responsible, for this project
proposaL For each gram appllcation, please men tion the EU Programme concerned and the amount requested.

x

x

Programme concerned Amaunt requested
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PartA. Identification ofthe applicant and Ifapplicable other organisation(s)
participating in the project.

Parts A and 8 must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project.

A. I Organisation

Partner number P3

Role in the application *: Partner

Full name of the organisation *: Deutsches Zentrum für Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen

Full name of the organisation in latin
characters

Acronym*: DZNE

Erasmus University Charter num ber

Department/Faculty Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft

Registered address

Street *: Number

Holbeinstr.

Postcode*: Town*:

53175

Country*: Region

GERMANY Kölri

Internet address: http://www.dzne.de/

Telephonel*: Telephone2 Fax

+49228433020
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A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)

Title *: Family name *: First name *:

Ms Schoen Annette

Role in the organisation *: E-mail address *:

Organizer annette.schoen@dzne.de

Check this box If the oddress is different from
the address provided in section A. I

Address

Street *: Number

Holbeinstr.

Postcode*: Town*:

53175 Bonn

Country*: Region:

GERMANY

Telephone 1 ~ Telephone2

+49-228-43302-122 49-228-43302-169
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Part 8. Organisation and activities

B. I Structure

Status*: Public

Type of organisation *: University or higher education institution (tertiary level)

B.2 Aims and activities of the organisation*

Please provide a shortpresentation atyour organisation (key activities, affiliations etc) relating to the domain covered
by the project. (Max. 1000 characters)

The DZNE, Helmholtz Association research institute studying neurodegenerative diseases. It was founded on 3 April 2009
to meet the challenge posed by the increasing burden of neurodegenerative disorders in the ageing society Its pursues
an integrated research approach which combines basic and clinical research as welI as patient care research and aspects
of Public Health. The mission is to understand the causes of and risk factors for rieurodegenerative disorders and to
explore the pathological basis and potential cure/prevention.. It closely collaborates with its partner Universities/
hospitals. The research include the major neurodegenerative diseases, i.e. Alzheimers and other dementias and
Parkinson’s disease, but also rare conditions such as prion or Huntington’s disease. One core area of DZNE research is to
study what functional changes in neurons and networks of neurons occur in these disorders, how they translate to
functional cognitive impairments, and how they can be treated.

Please describe the role of the organisatson in the project. (Max. 1000 characters)

The DZNE will constitute an important extension of the consortium in two major ways. Firstly, the DZNE will provide
expertise in the field of the molecular, cellular and network alterations in neurodegenerative disorders, both in models of
these disorders and in humans. Secondly, the DZNE has developed a large number of cutting-edge technologies aiming
to understand the precise changes in complex neuronal connectivity in neurodegenerative disorders. These include
novel in-vivo and in-vitro multiphoton imaging and photomanipulation techniqes, combined with molecular biological
and genetic techniques. A major interest of DZNE groups is to understand the precise relationship of neuronal activity to
behavior, and how disruption of this relationship gives rise to cognitive dysfunction.

B.3 Other EU grants
Please list the projects for which 11v organisation, or the department responsible for the management of this appllcat,on,
hos received financial support fro the EU Programme during the last threeyears.

Programme ar initiative Reference number Beneficiary Organisatïon THIe of the Project

I LSHEU/FP6
CT-2006-037315

“Functional Genomies and
neurobiology, EPICURE
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Programme ar iniliative Reference number Beneficiary OrganisaNon TiDe of the Project

ERA-NET NEURON

EU FP7

EU FP6 Mobility

NEUROGLIA
202167

SINGLE HUMAN
NEURONS 40445

Joint progamming on Neuro PCG10_GA-20113

04108
FP7 Marte Curie CIG

DZNE

h///u/ /tuà’~ I. I. /1
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Development and
advancement in methods and
fechnologies towards the
understanding of brain
diseases

Molecular and cellutar
investigation of neuron
astroglia interactions:
Understanding brain function
and dysfunction

Invariant neurons for visual
representation in the human
medial temporal lobe: A
generalized versjon of rodent
place celis?

BIOMARKAPD — Biomarker for
Alzheimers and Parkinsoris
disease

Title Gene-Environment
interactions n the
Etiopathogenesis of Park inson
s Disease: Role of

I nflammation

Add a project

Please list other grant application submitted byyour organisation, or the departmenz- responsible, for this project
proposaL For each grant applicatson, please mention the LV Programme concerned and the amount requested.

Programme concerned Amount requested

Add a project
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PartA. Identification ofthe appikant and if appikable other organisation~s~
partkipating in the project.

Parts A and 8 must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project.

A. I Organisation

Partner number P4 fl
Role in the application : Partner

Full name of the organisation *: University of Bonn Medical Faculty

Full name of the organisation in latin
characters

Acronym *: UBMC

29901-IC-1-2007-1-DE-ERASMUS-EUC-1 29901-IC-1 -2007-1-DE-ERASMUS-
Erasmus University Charter number EUCX-1

Department/Faculty Neuroscience Center

Registered address

Street *: Number

Re9ina-Pacis-Weg 3

Post code * Town

53113

Country*: Region*:

GERMANY KöIn

Internet address: http://www.meb.uni-bonn.de/neurosciences/

Telephone i ~ Telephone2
+4922828711837
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A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)

Title *: Family name *: First name *:

Professor Beck Heinz

Role in the organisation *: E-mail address

Professor Heinz.Beck u b.uni-bonn.de

Check this box If the address is different from

the address provided in section A. I

Addres

Street *: Number

Sigmund-Freud Str.

Postcode*: Town*:

53105 Bonn

Country*: Region*:

GERMANY KöIn

Telephone i ~ Telephone 2

+492286885270
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Part B. Organisation and activities

8.1 Structure

Status *: Public

Type of organisation *: University or higher education institution (tertiary level)

8.2 Aims and activities ofthe organisation*

Please provide a shortpresentation ofyour organisation (key activities, affiliations etc) relating to the domain covered
by the project. (Max. 1000 characters)

The center has established a large number research professorships, young researcher groups and new institutes that are
devoted exclusively to basic research. These groups are embedded in a clinical research environment in ciose proximity
or within the clinical neurological departments (Epileptology, Neuropathology, Neurosurgery, Neurology, Medical
Psychology and Psychiatry). Research addresses the molecular and cellular underpinnings of cognitive processes, and
their disturbances in neuropsychiatric disorders. Due to seamless integration of clinical and research institutes within the
university, but also with associated institutes such as the DZNE, a very strong translational approach has been realized.
The research environment is characterized by a strongly interdisciplinary and collaborative approach to scientific
questions, as evidenced bythe number of collaborative grants and projects.

Please describe the role of the organisation in the project. (Max. 1000 characters)

The Neuroscience Center at the University of Bonn Medical Faculty wiIl together with DZNE form a node in the
consortium. The centre will contribute organizational experience in PhD training and provide the PhD degrees though
the relevant faculties at Bonn University. Scientifically, the center has together with the DZNE a strong focus on the basis
of CNS disorders, and wiIl be instrumental in extending the proposal in a translational direction. Bonn University houses
the largest Furopean center for epilepsy surgery, and the second largest world-wide, enabling to study the basis of
cognition and its impairment in humans with electrophysiological and imaging techniques. The center is collaborating
closely with the DZNE to develop our understanding of the mechanisms underlying impaired cognition in
neurodegenerative disorders.

8.3 Other EU grants
Please list the projects for which the organisation, or the department responsible for the management of this application,
hos received fmnancialsupport from the FU Programme during the last threeyears.

Programme or initïative Reference number Beneficiary Organ sation TiDe of the Project
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Programme or initiative Reference number Beneficiary Organisation Title of the Project

FP7 (European-Russian) F4-2009-242257 Bonn University

Genornic variations underlying
common neuropsych iatric
diseases and disease-relateci
cognitive traits in
different human populations
(Alzheimers Disease,
Alcoholism,
Memory, Schizophrenia,
ADAMS)

Programme concerned

Add a project

Add a project

Please list other grant applications submitted byyour organisation, or the department responsible, for this project
proposal. For each grant application, p!ease men tion the EU Programme concerned and the amount requested.

Amount requested
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PartA. Identification ofthe appikant and if appikable other orqanisatianj’s)
partkipating in the project.

Parts A and 8 must be completed separately by each organisation participating in the project

A. i Organisation

Partner number P5

Role in the application *: Associated partner

Full name of the organisation *: National University, College of Medicine
Full name of the orgonisation in latin
characters

Acronym *; SNUCM

Erasmus University Charter num ber

Department/Faculty

Registered address

Street *: Number

Daehak-Ro Jongno-Gu

Postcode* Town*:

110744

Country*: Region*:

Korea, Republic Of N/A

Internet address: http://medicine.snu.ac.kr

Telephone 1 *: Telephone 2 Fax

+82-2-2072-2352 +82-2-2072-0806
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A.2 Person responsible for the management of the application (contact person)

Title *: Family name *: First name *:

Departmentchair Chung Chun Kee

Role in the organisation *: E-mail address *:

Organizer of the Seoul Team/PI hungc snu.ac.kr

Check this box If the address is different fram

the address provided in section A. I

Address

Street *: Num ber

Daehak-Ro Jongno-Gu 101

Postcode*: Town*:

110-744 Seoul

Country*: Region

Korea, Republic Of

Telephone 1 ~ Telephone 2

+82-2-2072-2352
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Part 9. Organisation and activities

8.1 Structure

Status*: Public

Type of organisation *: University or higher education institution (tertiary level)

8.2 Aims and activities of the organisation*

Please pro vide ci short presentation ofyour organisation (key activities, affiliations etc.) relating to the domain covered
by the project. (Mcix. 1000 characters)

The SNUCM has been the nation’s best institution for medical education, research, and clinical performance since its
establishment 60 years ago. The talented students who came to SNUMC passionately absorbed the knowledge and
experience with full commitment as a doctor and researcher who deals with the quality of human lives, and the
graduates who have gone through the scholastically-dedicated teachings and trainings are proving as the leaders of the
society in such diverse fields as medical education, research, treatment, and health administration. The teaching staffs
and research teams of this school are not only playing the leading roles for the medical advancement but also showing
outstai-iding capabilities in global academic research activities. On such firm, comprehensive academic basis
encompassing education, research, treatment, and community service, the SNUCM is aiming at becoming the globally
renowned medical center for advanced research and education in the 2lst century.

Please describe the role of the organisatson in the project. (Max 1000 characters)

The SNUCM has been the nation’s best institution for medical education, research, and clinical performance since its
establishment 60 years ago. The talented students who came to SNUMC passionately absorbed the knowledge and
experience with full commitment as a doctor and researcher who deals with the quality of human lives, and the
graduates who have gone through the scholastically-dedicated teachings and trainings are proving as the leaders ofthe
society in such diverse fields as medical education, research, treatment, and health administration. The teaching staffs
and research teams of ±15 school are not only playing the leading roles for the medical advancement but also showing
outstanding capabilities in global academic research activities. On such firm, comprehensive academic basis
encompassing education, research, treatment, and community service, the SNUCM is aiming at becoming the globally
renowned medical center for advanced research and education in the 21 st century.

8.3 Other ff1.1 grants
Please list the projects for which the organisation, or the department responsible for the management ofthis apphcation,
has received financial support from the EU Programme during the last threeyears.

Programme or initiatïve Reference number Beneficiary Organisation Title of the Project

Add a project
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Please list other grant applications submitted byyour organssation, or the department responsible, for this project
proposaL For each gram application, please mention the EU Programme concerned and the amount requested.

Pragramme concerned Amount requested

Add a project

Number of organisations to add *: Add organisation(s)

List of partner organisations

.4 4 -

P1 Applicant Organisation Radboud University Nijmegen Nijmegen NETHERLANDS

P2 Partner Norwegian University of Science and Trondheim NORWAY
Technology

Deutsches Zentrum fürP3 Partner Bonn GERMANY
Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen

P4 Partner University of Bonn Medical Faculty Bonn GERMANY

P5 Associated partner National University, College of Medicine Seoul Korea, Republic Of
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Part C. Description ofthe project

Cd STATISTKAL DATA

The EMJD wiII last

The EMJD wiII be mainly laboratory based *:

Doctora candidates wiII be enrolled under
~ Employment contracts

fl Stipends

5 the EMJD directly linked to.
fl A running EA4MC?

fl A Marie Curie Initial Training Network (ITN)?

Has this application been the subject of a proposal under previous EM calis for proposals? *:

During their EMJD period, the candidates wilI visit at least *: different countries.

The taught part of the EMJD wiII be provided in the following Ianguage(s)

Language to add
eaAdd»English ear ast

Estimated number of Doctoral candidates planned to be enrolled PER EDITION of the Joint programme:
applies to all doctorals candidates, with or witbout EM fellowship

EU Doctoral candidates *: Third Country Doctoral candidates *:
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C.2 THEMATICFIELD

Main Area:

Levd 1 *:

Science, Mathematics and Computing

Leve? 2

Life science 42

Clear Main
Area

Second Area:

Code

Social sciences, Business and Law 3

Code

Psychology 311

ear econ
Area

Third Area:

Health and Welfare

Psychiatry and clinical psychology 7211

C earThird
Area
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C.3 SUMMARYDESCRIPTION OF THEPROJECT* (Max. 3000 characters)

Cognition is a complex research topiç where for instance perception, attention and memory interact in order to sustain
adaptive behaviour in an ever-changing world. These processes rely on the brain acting as a network involving
numerous brain areas that communicate in a flexible and dynamic way. Over the last few years there has been a strong
emphasis on mapping the brain as a network, e.g. the Human Connectome Project. It is now crucial to uncover how the
brain operates as a network to support cognition. Such knowledge is also essential for understanding neurological and
psychiatric disorders. The goal of the COGTOME project is to strengthen the quality of cognitive neuroscience in Europe
by embracing new technical and conceptual developments in the study of functional brain networks. That is, the
COGTOME network aims to bridge the gap between what is currently common practice and recent state-of-the-art
technical and conceptuai developments. This not only requires the implementation of new techniques, standards and
analysis protocols but also training the next generation of neuroscientists to fully exploit these developments. This will
be achieved by courses and the exchange of students between leading groups on system, cognitive and clinical
neuroscience. The emphasis will be on method development and characterization of the functiona interactions
between specific regions supporting cognitive processes — also in the context of neurogenerative diseases. The
increased collaboration between the groups is expected to lead advancements beyond current practice by
a) developing ofa common framework that integrates new developments on network analysis ofelectrophysiological
and brain imaging data
b) contributing conceptual insights on functional connectivity supporting cognitive processes. This will be achieved by
developing new data acquisition techniques and data analysis methods
c) improved insight on neurogenerative disorders by characterizing connectivity changes that distinguishes healthy
from diseased subjects
The COGNOTOME consortium will ensure the maintenance of the high quality of cognitive neuroscience in Europe and
will provide the necessary training of future leaders in cognitive and clinical neuroscience. The strategic objectives ofthe
joint PhD programme are to provide outstanding doctoral training by developing and disseminating new data
acquisition techniques and data analysis methods. This wiIl allow students to gain expertise on applying new techniques
and analyses to resolve outstanding problems in cognitive and clinical neuroscience
These objectives will be reached through original and independent research by the PhD students of the COGTOME
consortium. The COGTOME aims at establishing close links between the partner universities that will be sustainable after
the period covered by this grant. This objective wilI be translated into action by means of organizing a joint doctoral
program and by facilitating career development
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Part D. Technkai Capacity

D. I Consortium experience of the area ofjoint programmes and the specific discipline(s) of the
project
Pro vide a list ofprojects/activities implemented by the consortium organisations in relation with the proposal

TitIe Duration Funding Programmc Partners involved

Add Project / Activity

D.2 Skilis and expertise ofkey staff involved in the project
Summary ofthe relevant skills and experience, including where relevant a list ofthe (main) publications related to
the domain of the project. Maximum 3 profiles per partner institution. Maximum 750 characters for each profile)
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Name of Key Person*

• le Jensen

uillen Fernandez

‘rthurWillemsen

ERASMUS MUNDUS

Organisation name
7;, .-- ~~ ~ *.. -

- a~ • ~, g.

Summary of relevant skills and experience*

Ole Jensen is a principal investigator at the Donders Instittute for Brain,
Cognition and Behaviour. He heads the research group ‘Neuronal
Oscillations’ at the Centre for Cognitive Neurolmaging. His work focuses on
linking oscillatory brain activity to neuronal processing and cognition: how
oscillatory brain activity shapes the functional network of the working brain
in the context of memory and attention. His group is primarily using MEG to
investigate these questions but also animal data and multimodal
techniques such TMS-EEG and fMRI-EEG. He has successfully supervised 5
PhD students. Published papers: 92; citations: 4250; H-index: 36.

Guillén Fernändez is director of the Donders Center for Neuroscience. He
received full training in clinical neurology and cognitive neurosciences in
Bonn, Magdeburg, and Stanford becoming principal investigator at the
Donders Institute 2002. His area of research is human cognitive
neuroscience in which he studies the brain basis of memory, emotion, and
their interactions. Re is particularly interested in how preexisting
knowledge modulates encoding of new memories and their consolidation
in a brain-wide network. Re applies an interdisciplinary approach
integrating cognitive neuroimaging, genetics, pharmacology and diverse
clinical disciplines. Re supervised twelve completed PhD projects. Published
papers: 163, Citations: 3875; H-index: 33.
Arthur Willemsen is management director at the Donders Institute for Brain,
Cognition and Behaviour. He got a Master in Business Administration at
Twente University, worked as financial and supply chain manager in
industry and has been working at the Donders Institute since the start of
the institute in 2001. Over the past years, he gained ample experience in
attracting, organizing and coordinating national and international
collaborative grants. Furthermore, he has played a major role in the
development of the Donders Graduate School for Cognitive Neuroscience.
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Organisation number Organisation name . . -.

‘9 )‘ - N6rwe~b,dn University of Sci6nc~ and Ttchnolo~y
~ ~Jti ~&~~C4jt .~, ~:-gja~s-nn&~s .~p ~~ -f2sz~,

Name of Key Person* Summary of relevant skilis and expcrience*

Edvard Moser

ay-Britt Moser

enno P. Witter

Sub,nissjo,, nnml,er

000000000

Professor of Neuroscience and the Director of the Kavli Institute for Systems
Neuroscience and the Centre for the Biology of Memory at NTNU. Using
electrophysiological single-unit and network recordings in behaving
animals, combined with state-of-the-art molecular biology, he investigates
how a variety of functional cell types in the entorhinal microcircuit
contribute to representation of location, how the outputs of the circuit are
used by memory networks in the hippocampus, and how episodic
memories are separated from each other in hippocampal memory storage.
Together with his colleagues he discovered grid cells in 2005. Published 71
papers; 6780 citations; H-index 41.
Principal investigator at the Centre for the Biology of Memory. Her main
interest is in understanding how the brain computes and processes
information and how this results in cognitive behavior and experience. The
combination of advanced lesion, anatomical and recording techniques has
resulted in the discovery of grid celis in the entorhinal cortex. The discovery
of grid ceils was succeeded by identification of other functional cell types,
including head direction cells, conjunctive ceils and border ceils and
collectively the findings point to the entorhinal cortex as a hub for the brain
network for seif-motion. Nine students have completed their PhDs under
her supervision. Published 62 papers; 6931 citations; H-index 37
Professor in Neuroscience, Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU). Has ample experience in organizing a large-scale
graduate school. He was chairman of the educational board (1994-1999)
and director of the Graduate School in Neurosciences, Amsterdam
(1999-2006). Currently a member of the program board of the graduate
program in Neuroscience at the NTNU and as per I January 2012 is the
initiating director of the to be established graduate program for
Neuroscience of the Norwegian Brain Center, in which NTNU in Trondheim
and the University of Oslo have agreed to collaborate. Expert on functional
neuroanatomy with a focus on the medial temporal lobe. Published 130
papers: 9492 citations:; H-index: 51.
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Organisation number Organisation name
Deutsehes Zentrum (jfr Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen

nnetee Schoen

homas Klockgether

Director of Population Health Sciences at the DZNE. Professor of Population
Health Sciences at the University Bonn. Professor of Epidemiology at
Harvard School of Public Health. Established the Rhineland Study, a
prospective cohort study of 30000 individuals that aims to identify
preclinical biomarkers of neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric diseases,

onique M. B. Breteler and to investigate brain structure and function over the adult life course.
Worked at Erasmus University Rotterdam until 2011 where she was the P1
for neurological diseases of the Rotterdam Study and founded the
Rotterdam Scan Study; an internationally leading population studies in the
area of neurodegenerative diseases. Published papers: >450,26133
citations:, H-index=87.

Organisation number Organisation name
University of Bonn Medical Faculty

Heinz Beck is a principal investigator at the Department of the Epileptology
ofthe University of Bonn, and is associated with the German Center for
Neurodegenerative Diseases DZNE in Bonn. He heads the Department of
Experimental Epileptology and Cognition Research. His work focuses on
examining neuronal dendritic integration, as well as dissecting the

einz Beck functional architecture of neuronal micronetwork motifs in the normal and
diseased brain. His group is using in-vitro and in-vivo electrophysiology in
combination with Iight based stimulation (optogenetics and multiphoton
photoactivation) and ensemble imaging. He has supervised 6 PhD students
and 9 medical students, and has currently 5 more PhD students. Published
papers: 99;
Frank Jessen is Professor for clinical dementia research at the Department of
Psychiatry at the University of Bonn, where he heads the clinical dementia
research group. He is the psychiatric head of the interdisciplinary memory
and dementia clinic (Klinisches Behandlungs- und Forschungzentrum für
Neurodegenerative Erkrankungen, KBFZ) at the University Hospital. He isFrankiessen .

also an affiliate of the DZNE and the P1 of the DZNE multicenter longitudinal
studyon cognition and dementia (DELCODE). His main research interest is
early detection of Alzheimer’s Disease with a methodological focus on MR
imaging. He has supervised >10 doctoral students. Published papers: 138,
H-lndex: 31

ndrea Weber administrator of THEME graduate school on the admin side.
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Thejoint programme wiII result in the award ofa*:

fl Double degree (Le. more than one off(dal degree)

fl Multiple degree (i.e. more than two official degrees)

fl Joint degree i.e. a single diploma officialy recognised in at least two of the European consortium countries

Organisation number Name of the Degree Awarding Organisation

P1 Radboud University Njjmegen

Organisation number Name of the Degree Awarding Organisation
S~57..~$e3j~r~ ~tY~E~ffÇflt~1’ ~ ~ Norwegian Unsversity~of~Sc,ence and’TechnoIogy~4 A

• ~ hr ., ~~~ År 7- 7

Qfficial name of the degree in TYPC* Reco

Organisation number Name of the Degree Awarding Organisation
Deutsches Zentrum fOr Neurodegenerative
Erkrankungen

ynition status

Expected
recognition date
OR validity end

dato (/next
review dato) If

applicable
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Organisation number Name of the Degree A warding Organisation

University of Bonn Medical Faculty
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Attachments

Deciaration on Honour. PDF document (pdf) *

Consortium’s answer to the Award Criteria. Word document (doc,docx) or PDF document (pdf)
(maximum 25 pages - Times New Roman - Fant ‘Il) *

Other relevant annexes. Word document (doc,docx) or PDF document(pdf)
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